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Abstract
This dissertation presents novel models for purely discrete-time self-similar processes and
scale-invariant systems. The results developed are based on the definition of a discrete-time
scaling (dilation) operation through amapping between discrete and continuous frequencies.
It is shown that it is possible to have continuous scaling factors through this operation even
though the signal itself is discrete-time. Both deterministic and stochastic discrete-time
self-similar signals are studied. Conditions of existence for self-similar signals are provided.
Construction of discrete-time linear scale-invariant (LSI) systems and white noise driven
models of self-similar stochastic processes are discussed. It is shown that unlike continuous-
time self-similar signals, a wide class of non-trivial discrete-time self-similar signals can
be constructed through these models. The results obtained in the one-dimensional case
are extended to multi-dimensional case. Constructions of discrete-space self-similar ran
dom fields are shown to be potentially useful for the generation, modeling and analysis
of multi-dimensional self-similar signals such as textures. Constructions of discrete-time
and discrete-space self-similar signals presented in the dissertation provide potential tools
IV
for applications such as image segmentation and classification, pattern recognition, image
compression, digital halftoning, computer vision, and computer graphics. The other aspect
of the dissertation deals with the construction of discrete-time continuous-dilation wavelet
transform and its existence condition, based on the defined discrete-time continuous-dilation
scaling operator.
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This dissertation addresses the problem of defining and representing self-similar systems and
signals in the discrete-time or discrete-space domain. The construction of one-dimensional
self-similar signals is first studied. The construction is then extended to multi-dimensional
case.
Most of the traditional signal processing applications are based on the linear
time-
invariant (LTI) system model [42,100]. It is assumed that the fundamental characteristics of
the signal do not change with respect to time shift. Although this framework is appropriate
for modeling of a large variety of signals, there are signals that require other types of
modeling. In particular, there are signals which are self-similar in that subsections of any
such signal are similar in some sense to the whole signal. In other words, the temporal scaling
(dilation or contraction) of the signal simply reproduces the signal itself (in the deterministic
case) or its fundamental statistical
characteristics (in the stochastic case). Examples of
such signals are fractional Brownian motion [30,37,38,78,81,108,120], fractional Gaussian
noise [7,28,29,52], i//noise [4,9,58,61,73,85,87,107,109,119,127,135,136], and homogeneous
signals [132-134]. The study of these signals requires a different signal processing approach
than that typified by LTI models. The role of scale (dilation) in defining self-similarity
provides the basis for exploring the concept of
scale-invariant systems.
The study of discrete-time self-similar processes in this dissertation is motivated in part
by previous works of Mandelbrot and Van Ness [78], Wornell et al. [131-134], and Yazici
et al. [135,136], in continuous-time. Mandelbrot and Van Ness provided a mathematical
framework called "fractional Brownian
motion"
for analysis of a special class of self-similar
signals, namely, 1// signals. It has become the classical framework for problems involving
1// phenomena. Wornell et al. provided formulations involving continuous-time,
scale-
invariant signals and systems. They also provided a detailed study of such systems for dyadic
scaling factors. Yazici et al. provided an alternative framework to the fractional Brownian
motionmodel for the analysis of 1// phenomena, based on scale stationary random processes
[135,136]. For the study of discrete-time representation of self-similar signals, there exist
some infinite-order autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) methods. Hosking [52] has also
provided a discrete generation method for simulating 1/f signals which solves some of the
difficulties associated with other models. The research presented in this dissertation involves
a novel method of modeling self-similar signals in discrete-time or discrete-space domain.
It provides answers to questions such as:
Is it possible to define purely discrete-time, self-similar signals?
Are there formulations of discrete-time, scale-invariant systems?
How does one provide a definition of dilation or scaling of discrete-time signals that is
general enough to provide non-trivial self-similar signals and scale-invariant systems?
The answer to the third question holds the key to answering the first two. A key result of
this work is the demonstration of the fact that it is possible to define scaling or dilation in





. Using this definition of scaling, definitions
and constructions of deterministic and stochastic, discrete-time, self-similar signals and
discrete-time scale-invariant systems will be presented. The results will then be extended to
multi-dimensional case. Applications of such discrete-space self-similar analysis, especially
in the field of Imaging Science, will be studied.
The organization of the dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, the general theory
and existing models of self-similar signals are studied. The models in both discrete-time
and continuous-time domains will be discussed. The advantages and disadvantages of these
models will be presented. As an important system throughout the dissertation, the linear
scale-invariant (LSI) system is reviewed. The construction and properties of such systems
are studied.
Chapter 3 describes and studies discrete-time self-similar signals and discrete-time lin
ear scale-invariant systems. Existing techniques of scaling operation in the discrete-time
domain are first reviewed. Construction of a scaling operation on discrete-time signals that
can take continuous scale values is then presented. It is implemented through a warping
transformation between the discrete and continuous frequency domains. Properties of the
new scaling operator are studied. Definitions of self-similarities for discrete-time deter
ministic and stochastic signals are then presented. Construction of a class of non-trivial
discrete-time homogeneous signals is discussed. Existence conditions of such signals with
respect to different discrete to continuous frequency warping transform are discussed. A
linear system model that generates discrete-time self-similar stochastic processes is then
presented. Finally, the discrete-time construction of linear scale-invariant systems and a
white noise driven, discrete-time LSI system model of discrete-time stochastic self-similar
signals are studied.
Chapter 4 extends the results obtained in Chapter 3 to the multi-dimensional case. The
construction of discrete-space multi-dimensional self-similar signals and multi-dimensional
LSI system are first discussed. A texture generation method based on such constructions is
then presented. Self-similarities of the generated textures are demonstrated. Comparisons
between real textures and textures generated from the model are presented.
Chapter 5 presents development of a new form of wavelet transform called "discrete-
time continuous-dilation wavelet transform". It is based on the discrete-time continuous-
dilation scaling operator defined in Chapter 3. Formulations of the
forward and inverse
transforms are studied. Examples of bandlimited wavelets for the bilinear case are provided.
Finally, Chapter 6 presents the conclusion and discussion of the results.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides a brief background review of continuous-time self-similar signals and
linear scale-invariant systems. Definition of continuous-time self-similar signals in both
deterministic and stochastic cases will be provided. Existing models of self-similar signals,
especially 1/fprocesses, will be discussed in detail. The discussion will focus on the features
of these models as well as their limitations. The rest of the chapter deals with the formula
tion of continuous-time linear scale-invariant (LSI) systems, as compared to tradional linear
time-invariant (LTI) systems. The properties of LSI systems and their connection with LTI
systems will be studied.
2.1 Self-Similar Signals
A key concept involved in this dissertation research is
self-similarity. An object is said to
be self-similar if it can be decomposed into smaller copies of itself. Self-similarity is the
property of an object in which the structure of the whole is contained in its parts, either
exactly or statistically. For example, a line segment can be divided into similar small units.
Each piece can be thought of as a scaled version of the whole segment. A line segment is
self-similar in this sense. In this case, the basic "building
block"
is an exact copy of the
object itself. This type of self-similarity is called deterministic
self-similarity. The "building
block"
of a self-similar object can also be a copy of itself in the statistical sense, and this
type of self-similarity is called statistical self-similarity. The following examples illustrate
the concept of self-similarity and the difference between deterministic and statistical
self-
similarities.
2.1.1 Examples of Self-Similar Signals
The Triadic Koch Curve
Figure 2.1 shows the construction of the triadic Koch curve [69]. It is one of the standard
examples used to illustrate the ideas of self-similarity and fractal dimension [6,35,36,39,59,
60,72,76,77,111]. An important property of the Koch curve is that it is self-similar at any
magnification. The construction of the Koch curve starts with a line segment of unit length
as shown in Figure 2.1(a). It proceeds by replacing this line segment by the generator as
shown in Figure 2.1(b). A curve of 4 line segments is then obtained. The next step is to
replace each line segment by a scaled-down version of the generator. A curve of 16 line
segments, as shown in Figure 2.1(c) is then obtained. By applying a reduced generator to
all segments of the (n l)-th stage of the Koch curve, the Koch curve at the n-th stage
is derived. Figure 2.1(e) shows the Koch curve at stage n = 7. By zooming in any part of
such curve, an exact copy the curve itself with different orientation and magnitude will be
obtained. In other words, a scaled version of the Koch curve will be an exact copy of the
curve itself. This property is called deterministic self-similarity.
Randomized Koch Curve
Like the original Koch curve shown in Figure 2.1, the randomized version of the Koch
curve is constructed as the limit of sequence of simple iterative steps. It has two generators
as shown in Figure 2.2(b). Starting from a line segment shown in Figure 2.2(a), stage
n + 1 is constructed from stage n by replacing each line of stage n by one of the two
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Figure 2.1: The construction of the triadic Koch curve, (a) stage 0: a line segment with
unit length; (b) stage 1: the generator; (c) stage 2: a curve with
42
= 16 line segments;
(d) stage 3: a curve with
43











Figure 2.2: The construction of the randomized Koch curve, (a) stage 0: a line segment
with unit length; (b) stage 1: the generator. Two generators are used in the construction
with equal probabilities; (c) stage 2: a curve with
42
= 16 line segments; (d) stage 3: a
curve with
43
= 64 line segments; (e) stage 7: a curve with
47
= 16384 line segments.
the randomized Koch curve at stage n = 7. Zooming in any part of such curve, one will not
get an exact copy of the curve as a whole. However, a part of the curve will have the same
statistical property as the whole curve. A scaled version of this curve will be similar to the
curve as a whole in the statistical sense. This property is called statistical self-similarity.
2.1.2 Applications of Self-Similar Analysis
Recently, self-similar processes have attracted much attention in the fields of signal pro
cessing, image processing and computer vision [7,40,61,63,67,80,86]. There is a close
connection between self-similar and fractal processes [6,35,36,39,50,76,77,82,111]. In fact,
all self-similar signals are fractals if the following definition, provided by Mandelbrot [77],
is followed.
Definition 2.1 A fractal is a shape made of parts similar to the whole in some way.
The Koch curves discussed in section 2.1.1 are classical examples of fractals. There are
also some other classical fractals such as L-system [104,105], Cantor set [69,76], Peano
curve [130], Julia sets [31,32,94],Mandelbrot set [31,32], etc. These fractals have been widely
used in computer graphics applications to simulate natural objects such as trees, islands,
mountains, rivers, smoke, clouds, etc. Another active research area for fractal analysis is
chaos [20,22,30,111], which is a dynamical counterpart of fractal. Self-similar analysis is
also a very important tool in many imaging science applications such as texture generation
and modeling [56,57,96,121], digital halftoning [84,122,125,130], pattern recognition and
image segmentation [53,112,114], and image compression [5,137]. For example, textures can
be modeled as self-similar structures, in both deterministic and statistical senses. Recently,
there is extensive ongoing research in texture based image segmentation techniques and
their applications in image/video compression. In digital halftoning applications, it is well-
known that a blue noise mask [84, 122] provides visually pleasing halftoning results than
most of the other halftoning techniques. Blue noise, which is a high-pass noise, is essentially
the complement of one type of self-similar signal called 1/f noise [4,9,58,61,73,85,87,107,
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109,119,127,135,136]. As another example, fractal-based image compression techniques are
capable of providing much higher compression ratios than most image or video compression
techniques. In this dissertation, a novel mathematical framework to study discrete-time
and discrete-space self-similar signals will be developed and applications in imaging science
will be discussed.
2.2 One-Dimensional Continuous-Time Self-Similar Signals
This section studies one-dimensional continuous-time self-similar signals. Definition of one-
dimensional continuous-time self-similar signals will be provided. Existing models of such
signals will be presented and discussed.
Continuous-time self-similar signals can be divided into two categories: deterministic
(homogeneous) and stochastic.
Definition 2.2 [132-134] A continuous-time signal x(t) is a homogeneous function with
degree H if and only if it satisfies the condition (a > 0)
x{t/a)
= a~Hx(t). (2.1)
Definition 2.3 [132-134] A random process X(t) is said to be self-similar in the
strict-






denotes the equality in the sense of all
finite-dimensional joint probability dis
tributions.
Definition 2.4 [132-134] A random process X(t) is said to be self-similar in the wide-
sense with degree H if and only if the following relation holds (a > 0).
E[X{t/a)] = a-HE[X{t)} (2.3)
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and





where fx(t) is the probability density function, and
Rxx(t,t') = E[X(t)X(t')}. (2.6)
Here E[ ] and RXX(t,t') are the mean and autocorrelation function of the signal, respec
tively.
In this dissertation, unless otherwise mentioned, the self-similarity of a random signal is
always assumed to be in the wide sense. The degree H of a self-similar signal is also called
the Hurst exponent [131-134].
2.2.1 Homogeneous Functions
Homogeneous functions can be regular functions such as x(t)
= 1 or x(t)
=
u(t), where u(t)
is the unit step function defined by
{1 if x > 0
(2.7)
0 otherwise







Homogeneous functions can also be irregular functions, such as x(t) = 5(t). These functions
can be parameterized with only a few constants. Consequently, they constitute a rather
limited class of signal models for practical applications.
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Wavelet-Based Representation of Homogeneous Functions
Wornell et al. [132,133] have provided a wavelet-based [17,18,24-26,55,70,117,118] formu
lation of continuous-time homogeneous functions for dyadic scaling factors. They studied
the class of homogeneous functions called "bihomogeneous
functions"
which satisfy (2.1)
for values of a that are integer powers of two, i.e.
x(t)
= 2-kHx(2kt) (2.9)
for all integers k. Formulations of two types of such signals were studied: energy-dominated
and power-dominated [132,133]. They are defined as following.
Definition 2.5 A bihomogeneous signal x(t) is said to be energy-dominated if when x(t) is
filtered by an ideal bandpass filter with frequency response
Bq{uj) = <
1 ifn < \lj\ < 2n
(2.10)
0 otherwise




xl(t)dt < oo. (2.11)
-oo
Definition 2.6 A bihomogeneous signal x(t) is said to be
power-dominated if when x(t) is
filtered by an ideal bandpass filter with frequency response (2.10), the resulting signal xo(t)
has finite-power, i.e.,
^ xl(t)dt<oo. (2.12)limT-oo2T
In their work, dyadic, orthonormal, homogeneous wavelet bases were constructed, and the
signal analysis and synthesis based on these bases were provided. These wavelet bases were
constructed as following.
e(t) = J2(3~m/2W(t), (2.13)
771
where




Here ijj(t) is an orthonormal mother wavelet that has R vanishing moments for some integer
R > 1 and R > H + 1. Figure 2.3 shows examples of these wavelet bases.
For a homogeneous signal x(t) with degree H, the synthesis and analysis of x(t) on







where ( ) denotes the inner product and "denotes the complex conjugate.
Through the formulation provided by Wornell et al, one could generate
continuous-
time homogeneous signals over a dyadic set of scaling factors. However, the fact that signal
construction is over a dyadic set of scaling factors restricts the flexibility of this method. In
this dissertation a different approach to the study of homogeneous signals will be provided.
Signals that are purely discrete-time, but are homogeneous for an arbitrary scaling factor
a will be generated.
2.2.2 Self-Similar Stochastic Processes
A large variety of natural signals exhibit self-similarity in statistical senses. The statistical
properties of the signal remain invariant under arbitrary scaling of the time axis. Typically,
self-similar random processes satisfying (2.3) and (2.4) are non-stationary, while a few are
stationary. Zero-mean, stationary white noise is an example of a stationary self-similar ran
dom process. Let w(t) be zero-mean stationary white noise whose mean and autocorrelation
function are given by
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Figure 2.3: Examples of Wornell's self-similar wavelet bases. Daubechies 8th-order com
pactly supported wavelet basis is chosen as the mother wavelet. In these examples H is
chosen to be 0 and wavelet bases for different translation n in (2.13) are shown. They are




Rww(t,t') = 8(t-t'). (2.19)
It is easy to verify that equations (2.3) and (2.4) are satisfied with H = 1/2 in this case.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the self-similar property of w(t). Figure 2.4(a) shows a realization
of the zero-mean stationary white noise. Any pair of data at different time instances are
uncorrelated. Figure 2.4(b) shows the magnification of part of the signal in Figure 2.4(a).
Here, any pair of data at different time instances are still uncorrelated. The statistical
property of the signal remains the same. Figure 2.4(c) shows a magnified part of the signal
in Figure 2.4(b). Again, any pair of data at different time instances are uncorrelated.
Therefore, by zooming into any part of a zero-mean stationary white noise, a statistically
similar signal will be obtained. The statistical property of this signal is invariant under the
scaling operation.
There have been various models in the literature to characterize self-similar random
processes. The following sections provide a brief summary of the existing models of stochas
tic self-similar signals and discuss their advantages and disadvantages. A large body of these
works deal with so-called 1/f stochastic processes, which have become of growing impor
tance to physicists [8,19], the signal processing community [7,61,67] and the control theory
community [63,75]. 1/f processes are self-similar random processes whose power spectral
density exhibit l//-type behavior.
1/f Processes
The 1/f process is a random process defined in terms of the shape of its power spectral
density S(f). The power of such a process, measured in a narrow bandwidth, is roughly
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4
Figure 2.4: Illustration of the self-similarity of a zero-mean stationary white noise, (a)
zero-mean stationary white noise; (b) rescaled version of the part of the signal indicated by
the box in (a). The time axis is stretched by a factor of 2; (c) rescaled version of the part
of the signal indicated by the box in (b). The time axis is stretched by a factor of 8.
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where r > 0. An important parameter associated with 1/f processes is the spectral exponent
r. 1/f processes with different r values exhibit very different behaviors. The Hurst exponent
of a 1/f processes with spectral exponent r is given by [61, 132]
H = {r- l)/2. (2-21)
1/f processes have a wide occurrence in various science and engineering data. Examples
S(f)
Figure 2.5: The power spectral density of 1/f process.
of 1/f processes can be found in:
Electrical systems (noise in electrical devices) [13,65,124]
Communication (burst error in communication channels, internet traffic) [63,71]
Geophysics (variation in rainfall records) [27, 79]
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Economics (Dow Jones Industrial Average) [127]
Physiology (heart rate records) [126]
Biology (voltages across nerve) [127]
Music (frequency variations in music) [128]
Remote sensing (texture variations in natural terrain image) [97]
Medical imagery, etc. [12,15,16,51]
1/f processes are statistical self-similar processes which exhibit strong inter-dependence be
tween observations that are far-apart. Generally, the power law relation (2.20) extends over
all frequencies. Unlike most of the short-term correlated random processes, such long-term
correlated random processes cannot be easily modeled by traditional time series models such
as autoregressive moving average processes (ARMA) [90,100]. In fact, the autocorrelation
Rxx{T) associated with the 1/f spectrum (2.20) has a slow decay of the form
Rxx{r) oc H*-1. (2.22)
On the contrary, the traditional ARMA model is characterized by a fast exponential decay
of the autocorrelation function. In order to provide better ways to analyze 1/f processes,
many models and techniques have been proposed. Most of the proposals are based on
either the concept of self-similarity, or infinite-order ARMA modeling. For example, the
fractional Brownian motion (fBm) proposed by Mandelbrot and Van Ness [78], is based
on statistical self-similarity. The fractional differencing model, proposed by Hosking and
independently by Granger and Joyeux [45], is based on ARMA processes. Recently, Wornell
et al. [131-134] have presented a wavelet-based model which produces nearly-1// signals.
Yazici et al. [135, 136] have also proposed an alternative mathematical framework for the
modeling and analysis of 1/f phenomena. A new class of stochastic processes called "wide
sense scale stationary
processes"
are used to generate stochastic self-similar processes. A
brief review of these models will be provided in the following sections.
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Brownian Motion
The Brownian motion, or Wiener process [91], is a non-stationary self-similar random pro
cess with degree H = 1/2. It is defined as following.
Definition 2.7 A one-variable Brownian motion or Wiener process is a Gaussian process
B(t) such that





fort2 > t\ have Gaussian distributions with mean zero and variance o-2(t2t\), where
a is a positive constant. That is,
P{AB <x}=
1
= f e~2^^-ti)du, (2.24)




- B(t2), ..., B(tn)
-
S(tn_i) are independent for h < t2 <
Let w(t) be a zero-mean, stationary, Gaussian white noise process. Then the Brownian









Figure 2.6(b) shows an example of the Brownian motion, generated by the time integral of
a zero-mean, stationary, Gaussian white








Figure 2.6: Example of one-dimensional Brownian motion, (a) zero-mean stationary Gaus
sian white noise whose time integral yields the Brownian motion in (b); (b) time integral
of (a).
It can be proved that the increments of a sample path of the Brownian motion satisfies
the statistical self-similarity property [22]. The Brownian motion can be considered as a
special case of 1/f noise with parameter r = 2, or H = 1/2. It is a nonstationary random
process which has a stationary derivative. The Gaussian process
G(t) = \t\H-ll2B{t), (2.27)
where B(t) is a Brownian motion, is also a self-similar random process and constitutes a
possible model of 1/f processes. However, it is a nonstationary stochastic process with
stationary derivative except for H
= 1/2. Because the Brownian motion is only anonst
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special case of self-similar signals with H 1/2, and the Gaussian process given by (2.27)
is nonstationary, they provide poor models of 1/f processes.
Fractional Brownian Motion
The fractional Brownianmotion (fBm), proposed byMandelbrot and Van Ness [78], provides
a framework for problems involving 1/f phenomena. It is defined as following.
Definition 2.8 The fractional Brownian motion, Bait), is a zero mean stochastic process
that satisfies the following properties:
1. BH(0) = 0








BH(tn-i) are independent for ti <
t2 < tz < tn.
According to Mandelbrot and Van Ness, a (reduced) fractional Brownian motion with pa
rameter H, 0 < H < 1, is given by
*> =
mrm
LO" - T|"1/2- "-112^ + jf
i - -r-^w .
(2.28)
where T( ) is the Gamma function [2, 3] and B(t) is the Brownian motion. For other
values ofH, Bu(t) is called a fractional derivative or integral of the Brownian motion B(t).
Fractional Brownian motion can actually be divided into three quite distinct categories:
0 < H < 1/2, H = 1/2 and H > 1/2. The case H = 1/2 is the classical Brownian
motion. There is no correlation between different increments, e.g. Bn(t2) Bjj{ti) and
Bii{tz)
~
Bn(t2) for ti < t2 < fy. For the case of H > 1/2, there is a positive correlation
between different increments. At a time instant to, if B[j(t) is increasing, then it will tend
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to increase for t > t0. For 0 < H < 1/2, on the contrary, it will tend to decrease. There is a
negative correlation between different increments and the signal exhibits more oscillations.









From (2.29), it is easy to verify that fractional Brownian motion is a nonstationary self-
similar process with degree H. It is also found that the increments of fBm are stationary
and self-similar with parameter H, with autocorrelation given by
Raxax(t;s) = E[AX{t;e)AX(t-r;e)] (2.31)
= ZMlT^\{\r\/e + l)2H-2{\r\/e)2H + {\r\/e-l)2H], (2.32)
where AX(t;e) is defined by
AJft.) =
X" + e)-*(i>. (2.33)
If \t\ 3> e, then equation (2.32) becomes
Raxax(t) a2HH{2H
- l)|r|2*-2. (2.34)
Thus the autocorrelation of the increments of fBm decays as fast as |r|2ff~2.
The generalized derivative [43] of fBm with parameter H, named the fractional Gaus













< 0). For 1/2 < H < 1 and thus -1/2 <
H'






suggesting a power spectral density in the form of l/\f\2H'+1. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show some
examples of fractional Brownian motion for the cases of 0 < H < 1/2 and 1/2 < H < 1,
respectively. They are simulated according to equation (2.28). It can be seen that as H
increases, the sample path becomes more smooth. For values of H between 0 and 1/2, the
signal shows more variations than the case of 1/2 < H < 1. Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show
examples of fractional Gaussian noise for the cases of 0 < H < 1/2 (or 1 <
H'
< 1/2)
and 1/2 < H < 1 (or 1/2 <
H'
< 0), respectively. They are derived as the sequences of
increments for those examples of fBm in Figures 2.7 and 2.8.
Fractional Brownian motion and fractional Gaussian noise are continuous-time moving
average processes in which the past increments are weighted by \t t\h~1'2. Although they
have become a popular framework for problems involving 1/f phenomena, it is difficult to
apply fBm or fGn models to solve practical problems due to their mathematical complex
ity. Also, because there is no well defined set of differential equations or rational transfer
functions associated with these models, it is difficult to generate 1/f processes in the time
domain using these methods.
2.2.3 Wavelet-Based Nearly-1// Process Model
Wornell et al. [132] provided a wavelet based model for continuous-time nearly-1// pro
cesses. This model generates nearly-1// processes by wavelet basis expansions in terms of
uncorrelated random variables. Because wavelets are a time-frequency expansion, they are
inherently invariant to scale changes in the time axis. This scale-invariant property makes
wavelet-based synthesis and analysis natural and convenient tools for modeling of random
processes exhibiting 1/f type of property.
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Figure 2.7: Simulations of fractional Brownian motion for the case of 0 < H < 1/2. (a)
H = 0.1; (b) H = 0.2; (c) H = 0.4
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Figure 2.8: Simulations of fractional Brownian motion for the case of 1/2 < H < 1. (a)
H = 0.7; (b) H = 0.8; (c) H = 0.9
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Figure 2.9: Simulations of fractional Gaussian noise for the case of 0 < H < 1/2. (a)
H = 0.1; (b) H = 0.2; (c) H = 0.4
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Figure 2.10: Simulations of fractional Gaussian noise for the case of 1/2 < H < 1. (a)
H = 0.7; (b) H = 0.8; (c) H
= 0.9
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In their work, 1/f processes are studied in terms of their characteristics under bandpass
filtering. It is found that a 1// process X(t), if filtered by an ideal bandpass filter with
frequency response
1 LJL < |w| < UJ-Q
B(u) = { (2.37)
0 otherwise
for 0 < ul < ijJjj < oo, yields a wide sense stationary random process Y(t) with finite




for some ax > 0, and r = 2H + 1 where H is the self-similarity degree, or Hurst exponent,
of the 1/f process X(t). Thus, although 1/f processes are generally nonstationary, they
produce stationary outputs when bandpass filtered. When 1/f processes, as characterized
in the frequency domain by (2.38), are expanded in terms of orthonormal wavelet basis
expansion, the coefficients of the expansion are uncorrelated. Based on this result,
nearly-
1// behavior were generated from orthonormal wavelet basis expansions in terms of a
collection of uncorrelated wavelet coefficients. Let "4>(t) be a set of wavelet basis with




where ip(t) is the mother wavelet. Then a nearly-1// random process X(t) can be con















X(t) is a nearly-1// process in that
(2.42)
(2-43)
for some 0 < cr < cr^y < oo. Figure 2.11 illustrates the time-averaged spectrum of a
process generated using the first order Battle-Lemarie wavelet basis [23,25] with r = 1.




Figure 2.11: The time-averaged spectrum of a process generated according to (2.40) using
the first-order Battle-Lemarie orthonormal wavelet basis.
However, for any finite number of terms, the resulting spectrum will have ripple about the
1/f form. Generally, the nearly-1// processes generated through this model will not be
stationary due to the fact that the signal is synthesized by a discrete set of random signals.
Also, this model is based on the construction over a dyadic set of scaling factors. In this
dissertation, a new formulation of discrete-time, stationary, self-similar random processes
which is capable of providing construction for an arbitrary scaling factor will be presented.
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2.2.4 Scale Stationary Process Model
Recently, Yazici et al. [135,136] provide an alternative frame work to the fractional Brownian
motion model to analyze 1/f phenomena. Their approach is based on a new concept of
stationarity. A new class of stochastic processes called scale stationary random processes
are used as the building block for the generation of self-similar random processes. They
provide the following definitions of scale stationary processes. For simplicity, only causal
processes were considered.




for any a > 0, where '=
"
denotes equality in the sense of finite-dimensional probability
distributions.
Definition 2.10 A stochastic process X(t) (t > 0,) is called wide sense scale stationary if
it satisfies the following conditions:
1. E[X(t)\ = constant, for all t > 0
2. E[X2(t)\ < oo, for allt>0
3. E[X{t{)X(t2)} = [X(Ati)X(Ai2)], for allt^t^X > 0.
Let X(t) be a strictly scale stationary random process. A strict-sense self-similar random
process X(t) with degree H, as defined in (2.2), can be generated by
X(t) = tHX(t). (2.45)
X(t) is referred to as the generating scale stationary process and t as the trend term. If
X(t) is a wide sense scale stationary random process, then X(t) generated from (2.45) will
be a self-similar signal in the wide sense as defined in (2.3) and (2.4).
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Analogous to ordinary stationary random processes, a scale autocorrelation function
of
a scale stationary random process X(t) is defined by
R(\) = E[X{t)X(\t)] (2.46)
for any A,t > 0. For a self-similar random process X(t), the relationship between its scale
autocorrelation function
-R(A)




It is shown that the generating process, J3#(t), of the fractional Brownian motion has the
following scale autocorrelation function [136].
RB(X) = ^[cosh(/nnA) - |sinh(JlnA)|2H] (2.48)
where
4 = ^1-2^)^1, (2.49)










A new class of self-similar random processes can be generated by assigning different param
eters to the trend term (Hi) and the generating process (H2) of the fBm. A self-similar
random process, X(t), can be generated by
X(t) = tHiBH2(t). (2.52)
Figure 2.12 shows some examples of the generating processes of fBm, for different values of
H. Figure 2.13 shows examples of the self-similar random processes obtained by choosing
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Figure 2.12: Examples of the generating process of fBm for various H.
H,= 0J Hy= 0,7








H, = 0.7 Hi = -0.5
512
512
Figure 2.13: Examples of self-similar processes generated from (2.52) by choosing different
parameters in the trend term {Hi) and generating process (H2).
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The scale stationary process model presented above provides an interesting approach
for modeling of self-similar stochastic processes. It provides a technique to generate wider
range of continuous-time self-similar random processes than the fBm model. However, it
bears same limitations as the fBm model because of its mathematical complexity.
2.2.5 Discrete Generation Methods of 1// Processes
All the models discussed so far generate continuous-time models of 1/f processes. In this
section, existing discrete generation methods for simulating 1/f processes and their diffi
culties will be discussed.
Most of the past techniques in generating 1/f processes in discrete-time domain focused
on providing an approximation to the 1/f spectrum to a certain level of accuracy. A
straightforward method is to generate discrete random spectra as samples of continuous
1/f spectra and then transform the Fourier spectra to the discrete-time domain [9,36,95].
One of the problems with this technique is that it ignores the distortions due to sampling
and truncation. If the discrete spectrum is merely a sample of the continuous one without
taking these distortions into account, the resulting discrete-time sequence will be distorted
and will not justify a
"true"
discrete representation of the signal. A number of other discrete-
time techniques for generating 1/f processes are based on the fBm model. Examples can
be found in [36,74,75,95]. These methods attempt to replace the convolution integral in
(2.28) with a convolution sum. The simulation of a 1/f process is generated by a discrete
convolution between a Gaussian white noise and the samples of the impulse response
*<"-r#+W (2'53)
However, if the transfer function associated with the function h(t) is irrational, this tech
nique generates errors in the autocorrelation function [58]. Also, if H < 1/2, then h(0) = oo.
This generates another difficulty in sampling h(t). Some other techniques approximate the
1/f spectrum by a summation of first order Gauss-Markov processes [4,61,107,109]. The
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number of such processes and the pole locations are chosen to provide an arbitrary fit to
the 1/f spectrum. However, because only a limited number of poles can be used for such
construction, while an infinite number of poles are required for exact 1/f spectrum for
mulation, errors are introduced in such construction. Also, these models do not generate
scale-invariant processes.
Hosking [52] proposed a discrete-time model of fBm processes. This model is called
discrete fractionally differenced Gaussian noise (fdGn). It is a stationary random process
with characteristics of fBm. This model solves some of the problems associated with other
discrete-time models of 1/f processes.
Discrete Fractionally Differenced Gaussian Noise




xn + wn+i, n>0 (2.54)
where xn and wn are the n-th sample of the Brownian motion and zero-mean Gaussian
white noise samples, respectively, and xq





H{z) = r-L=r. (2.56)
Then
X{z) = H(z)W(z). (2.57)
Thus, a discrete-time Brownian motion process can be obtained by passing a zero-mean
Gaussian white noise through an LTI system whose transfer function is given by (2.56).
Note that (2.56) corresponds to an impulse response that is a unit step function. The
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power spectral density of the process x(n) is
For low frequency,
SJu) = (2.58)xK ] [2sin(o;/2)]2 V '
Sx(u) f \. (2.59)
The fdGn is formulated as a generalization of (2.56). The processes are generated by the
following transfer function
Hr{z) = (T^W- (2'60)
Depending on the sign of r, fdGn can be considered either a fractional sum (if r > 0)
or a fractional difference (if r < 0) of a discrete Gaussian white noise. The process is




as u> tend to zero. Thus the fdGn has behavior similar to the fBm at
low frequencies. The increment process of fdGn is also found to be a stationary self-similar
process. The impulse response corresponding to (2.60) can be derived by the power series
expansion of Hr(z). It is given by
r(r+l).-.(r + n-l) T(r + n)
hr(n) = : = tjttt-, n > 0. (2.62)
n! nil (r)
Note that
MO) = 1 (2-63)
is well defined.
Figure 2.14 shows some examples of fdGn with different values of parameter r. The
same zero-mean Gaussian white noise is passed through a linear system whose impulse
response is given by (2.62), for different values of r between -1/2 and 1/2.
The fdGn model solves some of the difficulties associated with other discrete-time
models of 1/f processes. The effects of sampling and windowing in the discrete-time domain
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Figure 2.14: Examples of discrete fractionally differenced Gaussian noise. They are obtained
by passing a zero-mean Gaussian white noise through a linear system with the impulse
response given by hr(n) = T(r + n)/T(r)/n\, \r\ < 1/2. Results using the same white noise
but different values of r are shown, (a) r = -0.45; (b) r = -0.05; (c) r = 0.15; (d) r = 0.45.
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are taken into account implicitly. This is the reason that the power spectral density in (2.61)
is not exactly in the 1/f form and there is distortion near the Nyquist frequency. Also,
the impulse response given in (2.62) is well defined for all values of n > 0. Unlike the
Gauss-Markov process model, the fdGn model generates scale-invariant processes.
In this dissertation, a unique framework for the modeling of discrete-time self-similar
signals will be presented. It is constructed based upon a new perspective of discrete-time
scaling or dilation operation. Discrete-time self-similar random processes with all the desired
properties can be generated for values of r that has a wider range than the traditional models
such as fdGn.
2.3 Continuous-Time Linear Scale-Invariant Systems
The linear time-invariant (LTI) system model [100, 102] has been used as a fundamental
framework for various signal processing applications for a long time. It is naturally suited
for signals whose fundamental characteristics do not change with respect to the time shift.
For signals of interest in this dissertation, i.e. self-similar signals, the traditional LTI system
provides a poor representation. As was pointed out previously, the fundamental property of
self-similar signals are their similarities at different scales. In this section, a signal processing
framework called linear scale-invariant (LSI) system that is invariant to scale changes of
the signal will be discussed. This class of systems were developed for the modeling and
analysis of self-similar signals. A brief summary of LTI systems will be presented, followed
by the discussion of LSI systems.
2.3.1 Linear Time-Invariant Systems
An LTI system is both linear and time-invariant. The linearity and time-invariance [100]
properties are defined as following.
Definition 2.11 Let yi{t) and y2(t) be the responses of a system ,[ ] to arbitrary inputs
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The system is linear if it satisfies
C[aixi(t) + a2x2(t)] = aiyi(t) + a2y2(t), (2.66)
for any ai ^ 0 and a2 ^ 0.
Definition 2.12 Let y(t) be the response of a system to an input x(t). The system is





for any r .




where x(t) and y(t) are the input and output signals, respectively, and g(t,r) is the system
kernel which represents the system response to an impulse 8{t r).
g(t,T)
= JL[S(t - t)]. (2.69)





and is called the impulse response. The output y{t) corresponding to an input x(t) is given
by
/oo









. If the input to an




















defines the Laplace transform [14,100]. Thus, the output is similar to the input except for
a scale change in amplitude. The function
est
is called the eigenfunction of the LTI system
and G(s) is called the eigenvalue. The input-output relation of the LTI system, in terms of
the eigenfunction of the system, is
Y(s) = G(s)X(s), (2.76)
where Y(s), G(s) and X(s) are the Laplace transforms of y(t), g(t) and x(t), respectively,
as defined in (2.75). By choosing
s = -ju (2.77)




the frequency domain representation of an LTI system is
Y{uj) = G(u)X(w). (2.79)
The function G(u>) is called the frequency response of the system.
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2.3.2 Linear Scale-Invariant Systems
A linear scale-invariant system is defined with respect to another type of translation, namely,
scale. The scale-invariance property of a system is defined as following.
Definition 2.13 Let y(t) be the response of a system 8 to an input x(t) such that
y(t)
= S[x(t)]. (2.80)
The system is scale-invariant if it satisfies
S[x(t/X)] = y(t/X) (2.81)
for any X ^ 0.
Since LSI systems are linear, equation (2.68) is also satisfied. In addition, the necessary
and sufficient condition for a system kernel g(t,r) to correspond to a scale-invariant system
is that it satisfies [132]
g{t,r)=ag{at,aT). (2.82)
By setting
a = 1/t (2.83)
and
h(t)=g(t,l), (2.84)
a convenient choice of the system kernel is
5(t>r)
= M*/l)> T^0. (2.85)
T
For each r, g(t, r) is actually a scaled (by a factor of r) version of the same one-dimensional












= / x{t/r)h{r)-. (2.87)
JO T
Analogous to an LTI system, equation (2.86) or (2.87) can be considered as a convolution
operation in the multiplication sense. This new convolution operation has some properties
that are similar to the ordinary convolution operation, such as commutativity and associa
tivity [2]. The function h(t) is sometimes called the pseudo impulse response [136].
Similar to the LTI system, the input-output relationship of an LSI system can be
simplified in terms of an eigenfunction of the system. If the input of an LSI system is
x{t)
= ts, (2.88)
where s is a complex variable. Then the output of the system is
r At
y(t)






Thus, the eigenfunction of an LSI system is
ts
and the associated complex eigenvalue is
/oo
H{s) = / h{r)T-a-1dT. (2.91)
Jo
Equation (2.91) defines the Mellin transform [10,44,88]. As a result of the eigenfunction
property, the time domain input-output relationship can be mapped to a multiplication
operation in the Mellin domain.
Y(s)=X(s)H{s), (2.92)
where X(s), Y(s) and H(s) are the Mellin transforms of input x(t), output y(t) and pseudo
impulse response h(t), respectively. The properties of the Mellin transform are well doc
umented in the literature. However, its applications have been restricted by the lack of
availability of efficient computational
facilities and algorithms. Most of its applications are
in the field of pattern recognition [34,92].
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There is an interesting relationship between LTI and LSI systems. If the time variable
t of an LSI system is replaced by an exponential time variable e*, the LSI system becomes
an LTI system. The Mellin transform will also become the Laplace transform under the
same time-axis mapping.
If the input to an LSI system is a random process X(t), according to (2.86) or (2.87),
the autocorrelation function of the output Y(t) is
RyyM = E[Y(t)Y(t')]
= E ]Jx{T)h{t/T)^- ^X(r')h{t'/r')^-
= jj^ E[X{r)X{r')]h{t/r)h{t'/r')^
= JJ^RXX(T,T')h(t/T)h(t'/T')^, (2.93)
where RXX(t,t') is the autocorrelation of the input X(t).
The following results related to the continuous-time LSI system are derived by the
author.
Theorem 2.1 If the input to an LSI system is a homogeneous function with degree H , then
the output of the system will also be a homogeneous function with degree H .
proof. Let x(t), y(t) and h(t) be the input, output and pseudo impulse response of an LSI






















From (2.96), the output is homogeneous with degree H.
Theorem 2.2 // the input to an LSI system is a wide sense self-similar stochastic process
with degree H, then the output will also be self-similar in the wide sense, with degree H.
proof. Let X(t), Y(t) and h(t) be the input, output and pseudo impulse response of an
LSI











































RYY(t,t') = J J a2HRxx{r/ay
la^itlrMtlT')^. (2.102)
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From (2.101) and (2.104), the output is self-similar in the wide sense with degree H.
The following corollary is for the case when the input to an LSI system is a zero-
mean white noise. As mentioned before, a zero-mean white noise is a stationary self-similar
random signal.
Corollary 2.1 The output of an LSI system is generally nonstationary and self-similar




and Linear Scale-Invariant Systems
In the previous chapter existing models of self-similar signals in both continuous and discrete
time domains were discussed. The difficulties associated with these models were presented.
In this chapter our work on novel models of self-similar signals in the discrete-time domain,
in both deterministic and stochastic senses, are introduced. First, a new discrete-time scal
ing operator that can handle scaling factors over a continuum will be derived. Both time
domain and frequency domain representations of this operator will be developed. Deter
ministic and stochastic discrete-time self-similar signals will then be constructed based on
the new operator. The discrete-time linear scale-invariant system will be formulated in a
way similar to the continuous LSI system presented in the previous section. Finally, white
noise driven LSI system model of the discrete-time self-similar signals will be studied.
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3.1 Scaling in Discrete-Time
The scaling or dilation operator T>a with a scaling factor a in the continuous-time domain
is defined by the following input-output relationship (Figure 3.1):
y(t)
= T>a[x(t)] = -x (-) , (3.1)
a \aj
where x(t) and y(t) are the input and output signals, and a > 0. If a > 1 then the signal is
dilated. If 0 < a < 1 then the signal is contracted.
Unlike the continuous-time case, generally the scaling or dilation operation of a
discrete-
time signal x(n) by an arbitrary factor is not well defined. It is difficult to obtain an
interpretation of scaling in the discrete-time domain that is as unambiguous as that in
the continuous-time domain. Operations such as upsampling, downsampling and fractional
sampling rate alteration [123] can have a scaling interpretation. However, such operations
cannot handle scaling factors over a continuum. A different approach to discrete-time
scaling that can handle continuous scaling factors will be presented in this section.
3.1.1 Upsampling, Downsampling and Fractional Sampling Rate Alter
ation
Upsampling, downsampling and fractional sampling rate alteration are existing techniques
to alterate the sampling rate of a discrete-time signal in order to obtain a scaled version of
the discrete-time signal. The following sections provide a summary of these techniques.
Downsampling
Figure 3.2 shows an M-fold Downsampler, sometimes called decimator, and gives an example
for M = 2. An M-fold downsampler takes a discrete-time input x(n) and produces an













Figure 3.1: Illustration of the scaling operator in the continuous-time domain. The input
to the scaling operator is a rectangular pulse with width R and height yo- If the scaling
factor a > 1, the input will be dilated and the output is a rectangular pulse which is wider;

















Figure 3.2: The M-fold downsampler. (a) block diagram of an M-fold downsampler; (b)
an example for M = 2.
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where M is a positive integer. It retains those samples at time instants that are multiplies
of M and discards all the rest samples. Downsampling results in aliasing [100] unless the
signal is bandlimited in the region |w| < ir/M. Generally, it is impossible to recover the
original sequence x(n) from its downsampled version y(n) because of the loss of information.
In most applications, the downsampler is proceeded by a low-pass digital filter to produce
a band-limited signal with the required bandwidth.
Upsampling
Figure 3.3 shows an M-fold upsampler, sometimes called expander, and gives an example








where M is a positive integer. It inserts M 1 zeroes between each neighboring samples
in the original sequence x{n). By passing the upsampled sequence y{n) through an M-fold
downsampler, the original sequence x(n) can be recovered. In most practical applications,
the upsampler is usually followed by an interpolation filter to fill those zeros between the
samples with interpolated values.
Fractional Sampling Rate Alteration
Fractional sampling rate alteration is a technique to obtain the scaled version of a
discrete-
time signal for a scaling factor that is a rational number. It is implemented by the combi
nation of an upsampler and a downsampler. The scaled version of a discrete-time sequence
x(n), for a rational scaling factor given by
a = L/M (3.4)
where L and M are positive integers, can be obtained by first passing x(n) through an L-

















Figure 3.3: The M-fold upsampler. (a) block diagram of an M-fold upsampler; (b) an

















Figure 3.4: Illustration of fractional sampling rate alteration, (a) block diagram of fractional
sampling rate alteration. The input sequence is passed through an L-fold upsampler followed
by an interpolation filter h(n) and an M-fold downsampler; (b) an example for the case
L = 2 and M = 3. The samples indicated by thick lines are interpolated data points.
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as shown in Figure 3.4(a). The quality of the filter h(n) determines the quality of the result.
Figure 3.4(b) shows an example for L = 2 and M = 3.
3.1.2 A Discrete-Time Continuous-Dilation Scaling Operator
In this section, a new method, other than those presented in section 3.1.1, to implement
discrete-time scaling operation for an arbitrary scaling factor is presented. The proposed
discrete-time scaling operator takes a discrete-time sequence as input, and produces a
discrete-time sequence that is a scaled version of the input for a scaling factor a > 0.
The advantage of this new scaling operator is that it is capable of handling discrete-time
scaling over a continuous range of scaling factor.
There are certain difficulties associated with the definition of the discrete-time scaling
operation. One cannot simply adapt the definition of the continuous-time scaling operation
directly into the discrete-time domain. To illustrate this, let /(t) be a continuous-time
signal and F(Q) be its Fourier transform:
F(U)
=
<T[f(t)] = / f{t)e-^dt, (3.5)
where oo < Q < +oo and = reads "defined
as."
If /(t) is scaled by a (a > 0), its Fourier
transform becomes
3\f(t/a)] = aF(aQ), -oo < Q < +oo. (3.6)
Thus, for a continuous-time signal, a scaling in time can be accomplished in principle by a
frequency-scaling of its Fourier transform in the opposite direction along with an amplitude
scaling. Now, consider a discrete-time sequence x(n) whose Fourier transform is
X[u>)
=
S[x(n)\ = *(n)e-*"\ (3.7)
n
where 9 is the discrete-time Fourier transform operator. The function X{w) is 27r-periodic.
If one tries to define a discrete-time scaling operation by adapting (3.6) to (3.7), it will
only work for integer values of a because of the 2-7r-periodicity requirement on the Fourier
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transform of a discrete-time signal. This merely corresponds to upsampling the
discrete-
time signal by an integer factor of a. However, problems arise at any non-integer scaling
factor. To avoid this difficulty, a new discrete-time scaling operation is defined in a way that
effectively amounts to converting the discrete-time sequence into a continuous-time signal
through an invertible mapping, applying the scaling operation to the continuous-time signal
and finally inverse-mapping the signal back to the discrete-time domain. The definition is
actually based on a warping transformation in the frequency domain.
Definition 3.1 A function /( ) is a discrete-time frequency (u>) to continuous-time fre
quency (0,) warping transform if and only if:
1. In
n = /M, (3.8)
u> 6 [ iv, n] and Q is the real line.
2. The transform is one-to-one. This condition guarantees invertibility.
3. /( ) is anti-symmetric about the origin, i.e.
/(
w)
= f(u>). Furthermore, it is
differentiable and monotonically increasing in
[
7r,7r].
4- /(0) = 0.
The inverse transform
/_1
defines the continuous-time frequency to discrete-time frequency
or unwarping transform.
Based on the warping transform defined above, the discrete-time scaling operator of
the dissertation works as follows (Figure 3.5):
1. Given a discrete-time signal x(n) with (the 27r-periodic) Fourier transform X(u>).
2. Map the principal interval w 6
[
7r,7r] to continuous frequency fi (the real line)
through a frequency warping transform / as in (3.8).
3. Dilate Y(Q)
=











Figure 3.5: Block diagram of the discrete-time scaling operator. DTFT: discrete-time





5. The sequence xa(n) resulting from the inverse discrete-time Fourier transformation of





where S denotes the inverse discrete-time Fourier transform,
^ J -TV
(3.10)
Observe that it is possible to have a < 1. Also, the scaled sequence depends on the warping
transform used. Define
ah = rVMi- (3.H)
The function Aa(u>) is odd, differentiate and monotonically increasing in
[
tt,tt] and
Aa(0) = 0 and Aa(7r) = tt. (3.12)
Let Sa[x(n)] denote the scaling of x(n) by a factor a. Then,
S[x(n)] = aTHXlKi")}}. (3.13)
The operator Sa maps a discrete-time sequence to another discrete-time sequence.
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Definition 3.2 The discrete-time continuous-dilation scaling operator a[] (a > 0) asso
ciated with a warping transform f is defined by the following input-output relationship.
y(n)
= Sa[x(n)] = a^X^u,))}, (3.14)
where x(n) and y{n) are the input and output sequences,
S_1
is the inverse discrete-time
Fourier transform operator, X(u) is the discrete-time Fourier transform ofx(n) and Aa(u>)
is given by (3.11).
Some examples of the warping transform /(u>) and corresponding Aa(w) are:
Bilinear Transform
The bilinear transform describes a mapping from the Laplace s-plane to the Z transform
z-plane [100,102]. The relationship between the frequency variables in the two domains is
Q = /(w) = 2 tan(u>/2), (3.15)
for |u;| < 7r. The function Aa{ui) corresponding to this transform is
Aa(uj) = 2tan_1[atan(w/2)], u [-tt.tt]. (3.16)
Figure 3.6 illustrates the bilinear transform and its corresponding Aa(o>) for different values
of a. Note that Aa(w) is a transform which preserves the values at uj = 0 and w = 7r.
w-reciprocal Transform
The ^-reciprocal transform is defined as
fi = /(w)




Figure 3.7 illustrates the w-reciprocal transform and its corresponding Aa(tj) for different





Figure 3.6: The bilinear transform and its corresponding A(a;). (a) bilinear transform
given by /(w) = 2tan(w/2); (b) function Aa(u>) = f~1[af(tj)] = 2
tan-
[a tan(w/2)] for the
cases of a > 1, a = 1 and a < 1.
iewj-warp Transform
The log-warp transform is






















Figure 3.7: The w-reciprocal transform and its corresponding Aa(u;). (a) w-reciprocal trans
form given by /(w) = w/(7r \u)\); (b) function Aa(w) = f~1[af(ui)] =
nauj/[n-
+ (a l)|w|]
for the cases of a > 1, a = 1 and a < 1.
of a.
3.1.3 Properties of the Discrete-Time Continuous-Dilation Scaling Oper
ator
From the input-output relationship given in (3.13), it is straightforward to verify that the
discrete-time scaling operator Sa has the following properties:
1. Theorem 3.1 (Linearity) >a[aixi(n) +a2x2{n)\ = ai$a[xi(n)} + a2Sa[x2(n)] for any
ai ^ 0 and a2 ^ 0.





Figure 3.8: The log-warp transform and its corresponding Aa(o;). (a) log-warp transform
given by f(u) = sgn(u;) ln[7r/(7r
- |w|)]; (b) function Aa(w) = /-1[a/(w)l = sgn(w)7r{l
-
[(tt |w|)/7r]a} for the cases of a > 1, a = 1 and a < 1.
proof. Let x(n) and y(n) be the input and output of a
discrete-time scaling operator





where X{u)) is the discrete-time Fourier transform of x{n). The corresponding output







Its discrete-time Fourier transform is
Ya{u) = aX[Aa(w)]e->mA^. (3.24)
If Sa is a time-invariant operator, then y3(n) should be a function of the time shift
n m. Its discrete-time Fourier transform will be in the form
ysH = iJ(W)e-irau. (3.25)
However, Aa(uj) ^ u for a ^ 1. The extra phase term
e-i[A()-o;] in (3.24), com
paring to (3.25), introduces additional time shift to n m. Thus
y{n -m) ^ Sa[x{n
-
m)]. (3.26)
The operator Sa is a time-varying operator for a^l.
3. Theorem 3.3 i[x(n)] = x(n).
This corresponds to the non-scaling case.




Then from (3.13), its Fourier transform is













b{Sa[x(n)]} = 8ab[x{n)}. (3.32)









6. Theorem 3.6 Let X(cj) be the discrete-time Fourier transform of a sequence x(n)
and f be a warping transform. Let
XH=T[/H], (3.35)
for a function T(f2) which satisfies
T{aQ) = C(a)T(Q), (3.36)
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where C(a) is a function of a. Then
8a[x(n)] = aC(a)x{n). (3.37)
proof: From (3.11),
/[Aa(w)] = a/(oO. (3.38)











Theorem 3.6 provides an interesting insight into the discrete-time scaling operation. Equa
tion (3.37) implies that for a scaling operator with a warping transform / and a T(Q)
satisfying (3.36), if the inverse discrete-time Fourier transform of T[/(w)] (w 6
[
tt, 7r])
exists, then the sequence
g-1
{T[f (w)]} is an eigen-function of the scaling operator Sa with
eigenvalue aC(a). An example of a function satisfying (3.36) is
T(Q) =Qr, rE R, (3.40)




. Consequently, (3.39) becomes
8a[x(n)] = ar+1x(n). (3.41)
3.1.4 System Representation of the Scaling Operator
The operator Sa[ ] for a given a can be viewed as the transformation rule between the input
and output discrete-time signals. From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of section 3.1.3, the output
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sequence can be written as
oo
y{n)
= 8a[x(n)]= Yl x(k)9a{n,k) (3.42)
k=
oo
where x(n) is the input sequence and ga{n,k) is the
time-
varying system kernel which is
the system output corresponding to an input impulse 5{n k). Let
A(w) = S[(n
-
k)] = e~i"k, (3.43)







= T ae-iK^ke]wnduj, (3.45)
where g is the inverse discrete-time Fourier transform with respect ton. It is implicitly
assumed in (3.44) that the inverse discrete-time Fourier transform of the function
e_-?Aa("')*:
exists. This assumption is valid due to the fact that the real and imaginary parts of the
function
e-jAa(w)fc
are ^q^^ continuous with finite magnitude in [7r,7r]. Therefore the
function e-^"^^ is absolutely integrable in
[
7r,7r] [2] and its inverse discrete-time Fourier
transform exists, which in turn implies that ga{n,k) exists for any warping transform /.
Expression for Time-Varying System Kernel of the Discrete-Time Continuous-
Dilation Scaling Operator
As discussed in the previous section, the time-varying system kernel ga{n,k) of a
discrete-
time continuous-dilation scaling operator can be derived from (3.44) for awarping transform
f(u>). For the case of bilinear transform, ga(n,k) can be derived as follows.













































For the case of bilinear transform, from (3.16),















Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show examples of the functions Ca{w) and Sa(uj) for different values
of a.
By putting (3.55) and (3.57) into the equation (3.53), the kernel ga(n, k) can be obtained
as the inverse discrete-time Fourier transform of the resulting Ga(w,fc). However, equation
(3.53) involves calculation of a large number
C2.1
when k is large. Practically, this introduces
computational difficulties for implementation. To avoid this problem, the following iteration
algorithm can be used to derive the system kernel ga{n, k).
1. Let 9 = Aa(w), calculate
















for k < u) < n.
2. Calculate sin(A;0) and cos(k9) through the following iteration for k > 2 [101],
sin(fc6>)








3. The discrete-time Fourier transform of ga(n, k) with respect to n is then obtained by
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(d)
2 3
Figure 3.9: Examples of the function Ca(w) given in (3.55). (a) a = 0.2; (b) a 0.6; (c)




























-3 -2 -1 0
(d)
Figure 3.10: Examples of the function Sa(u) given in (3.57). (a) a = 0.2; (b) a = 0.6; (c)
a = 2.0; (d) a = 5.0.
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4. The system kernel ga(n,k) is obtained by taking the inverse discrete-time Fourier
transform of Ga{w, k).
ga(n,k)
= $-1[Ga(uJ,k)]. (3.63)
Figure 3.11 shows plots of the system kernel ga{n,k) for the case of bilinear transform.
Two cases are shown: a = 0.5 and a = 2. As is known, for an LTI system, the system
kernel is a function of the time difference (n k) between n and k. Therefore, the 2-D plot
of the system kernel of an LTI system will consist of a series of diagonal
"walls"
. The 2-D
matrix corresponding to ga(n,k) has a Toeplitz [117] structure. Clearly this is not the case
in Figure 3.11. The 2-D plot of ga{n, k) exhibits time-varying properties as expected.
3.1.5 Scaling of Two-Dimensional Discrete-Space Signals
The discrete-space scaling operation on a two-dimensional signal is defined as a linear
space-
varying operation using a separable kernel. It is defined along lines similar to the
one-
dimensional case. However, the scaling operation applies to both dimensions of the two-
dimensional signal. Consider a two-dimensional sequence x(m,n). Let Sa,b[ ] be a discrete-
time scaling operator which scales variable m and n by factors of a (a > 0) and b (b > 0),
respectively. Let ua(m, k) and vb(n, I) be the time-varying kernels of the scaling operators in
m and n dimensions respectively, as given in (3.44). Note it is possible to define ua(m, k) and
vb(n,l) through different warping transforms. The system kernel for the two-dimensional
scaling operator now becomes
9a,b{m,k;n,l)
= Satb[5(m - k,n - I)]
=
ua{m,k)vb{n,l) (3.64)
and the system output is given by
oo oo









Figure 3.11: Plots of the system kernel, ga(n,k), of the discrete-time scaling operator for
the case of bilinear transform, (a) system kernel for a = 0.5; (b) plot of 50.5 (> HO); (c)
system kernel for a = 2.0; (d) plot of g2.o{n, 110)
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3.1.6 Scaling of Discrete-Time Random Processes
The discrete-time scaling operator takes a stochastic input sequence and produces an output
whose autocorrelation function is a scaled version (in the two-dimensional sense as defined
in section 3.1.5) of the input autocorrelation.
For a stochastic input sequence X(n) and scaling operator kernel ga{n,k), the auto











According to (3.66), the output autocorrelation function is a scaled version (by a on both
variables) of the input autocorrelation function. Applying discrete-time Fourier transforms
on both sides of (3.66),
iVy(",') = a2Pxx[Aa(u),Aa(u% (3.67)
where Pxx(u>,lj') and Pyy(uj,oj') are the two-dimensional discrete-time Fourier transforms
of the input and output autocorrelation functions, respectively. That is,
n
n'
and Pyy(u>,uj') is defined similarly. The following theorem is related to the case when the
input signal is wide sense stationary.
Theorem 3.7 If the input to a discrete-time scaling operator is a discrete-time wide-sense
stationary random process with power spectral density Px(uj), the output is also wide-sense
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stationary with power spectral density given by
/VM = a2^[ff)], (3.69)
KMI
where A'a(w) is the first derivative of Aa{u>) with respect to w.
proof: Appendix A.
3.2 Discrete-Time Self-Similar Signals
In section 3.1, a new discrete-time scaling operator that is able to provide scaling operation
over continuous ranges of scaling factors is defined. This section studies the construction
of discrete-time self-similar signals based on this discrete-time continuous-dilation scaling
operator. Analogous to the continuous case in (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), two types of
self-similar signals will be discussed: deterministic and stochastic.
Definition 3.3 A deterministic discrete-time signal x(n) is self-similar or homogeneous
with degree H if it satisfies the following relation,
Sa[x(n)} = a-Hx(n) (3.70)
for any a > 0, where operator Sa is defined according to (3.13).
Note that a discrete-time homogeneous function is an eigen-function of the discrete-time
scaling operator accordingly.
Definition 3.4 A discrete-time random signal X(n) is said to be self-similar with degree
H in the wide-sense if it satisfies the following equations
E[Sa[X(n)]] = a-HE[X(n)} (3.71)
and
SaARxx(n,n')] = a-2HRxx(n,n') (3.72)
for any a > 0, where RXX(n,n') is the autocorrelation function of the sequence X(n),
RXX(n,n') = E[X(n)X(n% (3.73)
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3.2.1 Discrete-Time Homogeneous Signals
As shown in (3.41), the time sequence corresponding to the inverse Fourier transform of
function [/(^)]r, if exists, satisfies (3.70) with H = (r + 1). Thus, for a warping transform
f(u>), a class of discrete-time homogeneous functions can be generated by choosing an r such
that
[/(w)]r
is the discrete-time Fourier transform of a discrete-time signal. As is known,
a sufficient condition for
[/(w)]r
to be a valid Fourier transform is that it is absolutely
integrable from it to n. As f{ui) is anti-symmetric about the origin, it is required that
[f(uj)]r
be absolutely integrable in [0,7r], i.e.
r[f(u)]rdcj < oo. (3.74)
Jo
For the bilinear, w-reciprocal and log-warp transforms, it is possible to generate such ho
mogeneous functions for some ranges of r, as shown next.
Bilinear Transform
It is required that
[n[f(u))]rdLJ= [ [2tan(w/2)]rdo;<oo. (3.75)
Jo Jo
From (3.15),
w = 2arctan(fi/2). (3.76)
As lj increases from 0 to it, Q changes from 0 to oo. Also,
duJ = ITwdn- (3>77)
Therefore,
[2tan(tj/2)}rdiJ= ^Tq^- (3"78)
Now, consider Ji and T2 that satisfy 0 < Ti < T2 < oo. Assume Ti and T2 are arbitrarily
close to 0 and oo, respectively. The integral
from 0 to oo can be expressed as
/oo pTi fTi />oo
/=/+/+/ (3-79)
Jo Jo JT! JTi
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For r > 0, because function 4fir/(4 + fi2) is continuous in [0,T2] with finite magnitude, it
is absolutely integrable from 0 to T2 [2]. Now, consider the integral from T2 to oo. Because
T2 is arbitrarily close to 00,





The above integral is finite when 0 < r < 1.
In case of r < 0, the integral from 0 to Ti is




= n'+1/(r + l)|83i.
It is finite only when r > 1. It is straightforward to find that the integrals from Ti to T2
and T2 to 00 are both finite for r < 0. Therefore
[/(w)]r
is absolutely integral in [0, ir) when
-1< r <0.
Thus, in the range 1 < r < 1, the function
[/(w)]r
has an inverse Fourier transform.
Note that if the spectrum is anti-symmetric about the origin, the following is obtained
X(u>) =sgn(u;)[2tan(H/2)]r, u G [-tt.tt] and
- 1< r < 1. (3.80)
The corresponding time sequence will be imaginary and odd. However, if the following
spectrum is chosen, the corresponding time sequence will be real and even.
X(u>) = [2tan(M/2)]r, u G [-tt.tt] and
- 1< r < 1. (3.81)




nr ( 1 ~ cos ,
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7T 3-82




a = cos u>
Similarly,
f,_L. \~P 1 ,
P(P + 1) 2 p(p+l)(p + 2) 3
(1 + a)
p
= 1-paH a a +
From (3.86) and (3.89),












The Taylor expansion of (1 a)p yields [3]







where (u)v is the Pochhammer's symbol [1] defined by
(u) = u{u + l)(u + 2)( +
-
1) = r("+.u), (3.87)
l(u)
and
(u)0 = 1. (3.88)
= E(-l),^'- (3-89)
i=0
(1 - a)*(l +
a)"*
=
^(-l)^-fc + l)^c^. (3.90)
fc=0 /=o
(i _ a)P(i +
a)-p
= i + f;E(-i)m^4^H-m- (3-91)
Observe that
[(p-* + l)*][(p)m-Jb] = [{p-k + l)--.{p)][(p)...(p +m-k-l)]
= (p)(p-* + l)ra-i. (3.92)
Therefore, equation (3.91) becomes


















































Here x(n) is the inverse discrete-time Fourier transform of the spectrum |/(w)|r. Equation
(3.100) gives the expression of discrete-time homogeneous functions for the bilinear trans
form case. It is found that x{n) consists of a series of ^-functions whose amplitudes are
weighted by the combination of the function f and Clm, as shown in (3.100). Figures 3.12
and 3.13 show some examples of discrete-time homogeneous functions derived from (3.100)
for different values of r. They are discrete-time sequences whose spectra are given by (3.80).
These functions are all real and even due to the fact that the spectra are real, even. They
are also eigenfunctions of the discrete-time scaling operator if the bilinear transform is cho
sen as the warping transform. The discrete-time sequence corresponding to (3.81) can be
obtained as a convolution between the inverse discrete-time Fourier transform of sgn(u;)
and the time sequence obtained from (3.100). Figure 3.14 shows some examples of discrete-
time homogeneous functions which are derived from the discrete-time frequency spectrum
sgn(w)[2tan2(|u>|/2)]r
parameterized by r. These functions are imaginary, odd. They are
also eigen-functions of the discrete-time scaling operator for the case of bilinear transform.
^-reciprocal Transform
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100 120
Figure 3.12: Eigen-functions of the discrete-time scaling operator for the case of bilinear
transform. They are time sequences whose discrete-time Fourier spectra are
[2tan(|w|/2)]r
(0 < r < 1). (a) r = 0.1; (b) r = 0.5; (c) r = 0.7.
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Figure 3.13: Eigen-functions of the discrete-time scaling operator for the case of bilinear
transform. They are time sequences whose discrete-time Fourier spectra are
[2tan(|a;|/2)]r
{-Kr< 0). (a) r = -0.1; (b) r = -0.5; (c) r = -0.7.
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Figure 3.14: Eigen-functions of the discrete-time scaling operator for the case of bi
linear transform. They are time sequences whose discrete-time Fourier spectra are
sgn(o;)[2tan(|w|/2)]r (1 < r < 1). The imaginary parts of the functions are shown.
(a) r = 0.1; (b) r = 0.5; (c) r = 0.7.
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The integral can be separated into three parts: [0,Ti], [Ti,T2] and [T2,oo] where Ti and T2
are greater than 0 and arbitrarily close to 0 and 00, respectively. If r > 0, note that the
function
[/(w)]r
is continuous with finite magnitude and thus absolutely integrable between
0 and T2, it is only necessary to consider the following integral
/OO 7rQr
L (TW*1 (3-i03)




For above integral to be finite, it is required that 0 < r < 1. For the case of r < 0, it is
straightforward to verify that the integral from Ti to T2 and T2 to 00 are finite. For the




= 7rQr+1/(- + l)|^1. (3.105)
It is finite for 1 < r < 0. Overall, the required range for r is 1 < r < 1. Therefore, the
discrete-time self-similar sequence can be obtained by taking inverse discrete-time Fourier
transform of the following spectrum
X(u) = sgn(w) (
'"
) , w G [-7r,7r] and
- 1< r < 1. (3.106)
\tt - \w\)
or
X(u) = ( ^ , 1 , wG[-7r,7r] and - 1< r < 1. (3.107)
\ir-\u\J
Figure 3.15 shows some examples of discrete-time homogeneous functions for the case
of w-reciprocal transform. The real, odd spectrum (3.106) is chosen so that the signal is
imaginary, odd.
log-warp Transform
By a change of variable,











Figure 3.15: Eigen-functions of the discrete-time scaling operator for the case of (^-reciprocal
transform. They are time sequences whose discrete-time Fourier spectra are sgn(a>)[|u;|/(7r
M)]r ( 1 < r < 1). The imaginary parts of the functions are shown, (a) r = 0.1; (b)
r = 0.5; (c) r = 0.7.
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This integral is actually the Gamma function T(r+ 1) [44] multiplied by n. The convergence
of the integral requires that r > 1. Note that the condition on r is more relaxed in this









, ljE [-7r,7r] and r > -1 (3.109)
, wG[-7r,7r] and r > -1. (3.110)
7T \(jj\
Figure 3.16 shows some examples of discrete-time homogeneous functions for the case of
log-warp transform. The real, odd spectrum (3.109) is chosen so that the signal is imaginary,
odd.
The class of continuous-time, regular, homogeneous functions is limited to simple func
tions such as f(t) = 1 . Most of the continuous-time homogeneous functions are derived
from the continuous frequency spectrum
S(Q) = Qr, n(-oo,+oo) and r^O. (3.111)
The function S(Q) is not integrable for any r. Strictly speaking, the inverse Fourier trans
form of function S(Q) does not exist. Although it is possible to derive continuous signals
through a generalized inverse Fourier transform [100], the signals obtained are usually ir
regular. However, as is shown above, it is possible to construct a wide class of non-trivial
discrete-time homogeneous signals through the formulation presented in this section.
3.2.2 Discrete-Time Stochastic Self-Similar Signals
For simplicity, only zero-mean discrete-time random processes will be considered, in which
case (3.71) is satisfied. According to (3.67) and (3.72), a discrete-time self-similar stochastic
process X(n) satisfies the following equation,












Figure 3.16: Eigen-functions of the discrete-time scaling operator for the case of the
Zog-warp transform. They are time sequences whose discrete-time Fourier spectra are
sgn(u>)[ln ( _"j (r > 1). The imaginary parts of the functions are shown, (a) r = 0.5;
(b) r = 1.0; (c) r = 2.0.
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where Pxx{uj,u>') is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function
ofX(n) as defined in (3.68). From (3.69), for a discrete-time wide-sense stationary random






where Px{w) is the power spectral density of the signal. Therefore, a stationary random
process whose power spectral density satisfies (3.113) is a self-similar signal in the statistical
sense. A construction of such processes is provided as follows.
Let






f[Aa(u)] = a/(w). (3.116)
Differentiating both sides of (3.116) with respect to u yields
A'a(u,)f'[Aa(u)} = a/V). (3-117)




Therefore, from (3.113) and (3.118), X(n) is a self-similar random process with H = (r +
l)/2. A discrete-time wide sense stationary stochastic process whose power spectral density
is given by (3.114) is self-similar in the sense of definition 3.4.
The spectral factorization of the power spectral density PX(w) is possible if it satisfies





In such a case Px(u) can be factored as a product
Px{fj) = L(u)L*(w), (3.120)
where * denotes the complex conjugate. By passing white noise through a linear system with
frequency response L(ui), the corresponding stochastic self-similar process can be generated.
The impulse response of the system, l(n), can simply be derived as the inverse discrete-time
Fourier transform of the corresponding L{ui). A wide class of discrete-time stationary
self-similar random processes can be formulated as the responses of LTI systems with a
white-noise input.
It is found that for the bilinear transform, w-reciprocal transform and log-warp trans
form, it is possible to find the corresponding impulse response through spectral factorization
based on the following theorem.
Theorem 3.8 For the bilinear transform, cu-reciprocal transform and log-warp transform,
the Paley-Wiener condition (3.119) is satisfied for any r G R if the power spectral density
S(uj) is given by (3.114)-
proof. Appendix B
The construction in case of bilinear transform is discussed further. The power spectral























cos (w/2) = r r , (3.123)
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and Px(w) transforms to
Px(z) = ^^(l - z)r/2(l + z)W2][2r/2-i(1 - z-l)rl2{l + z-1)1-*'2]. (3.124)
Therefore, choosing the casual part of (3.124) yields the transfer function
L(z) = 2r/2-1(l - z-Y/2(l + z~xf-rl2. (3.125)
Note that the spectrum is rational only for integer values of r. Some special cases of (3.125)
are:
r = 0; L(z) = (1 + z x)/2 and the impulse response l(n) = [S(n) + S(n + l)]/2. This
is a moving average (MA) process.
r = 2; L(z) = 1
z~x
and the impulse response l{n) = 5(n) 8(n + 1). It is an MA
process.
r = 2; L(z) = (1 + ) /[4(1 )]. It is an autoregressive moving average
(ARMA) process.
To derive the impulse response l(n) corresponding to the transfer function given by (3.125),
split L{z) into two parts as












= r/2. Then (3.127) becomes








Figure 3.17: Time domain implementation of the impulse response l{n) corresponding to












where (u),; is the Pochhammer's symbol defined by (3.87) and (3.88). Equation (3.130) is
a power series expansion in terms of z_1. The corresponding impulse response is a casual






The impulse response corresponding to L2(z) is a 2-tap filter with coefficients given by
h(0) = h{l) = 2r/2"1. (3.132)
Therefore, the impulse response l(n) corresponding to the system transfer function given
in (3.125) can be represented by two cascaded filters h(n) and l2{n) given by (3.131) and
(3.132), as shown in Figure 3.17.
Figures 3.18 and 3.19 give some examples of discrete-time self-similar random processes
for the case of bilinear transform. They are generated by passing a zero-mean stationary
Gaussian white noise through a linear system consisting of two filters as shown in Figure
3.17. The same white noise is used to drive the system in all the examples. However, filters
with different values of r are chosen so that self-similar stochastic processes with different
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Figure 3.18: Examples of discrete-time self-similar random processes for the case of bilinear
transform. They are obtained by passing a zero-mean Gaussian white noise through a linear
system with the transfer function given by L(z) = 2r/2~1(l
-
z^Y^il + z'1)1-^2. Signals
with r > 0 are shown, (a) r = 1.6, H = -1.3; (c) r
= 1.2, H = -1.1; (e) r = 0.8, H = -0.9;
(g) r = 0.2, H = 0.6; (b)(d)(f)(h) impulse response l(n) of the system for the cases of
(a)(c)(e)(g).
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Figure 3.19: Examples of discrete-time self-similar random
processes for the case of bilinear
transform. They are obtained by passing a
zero-mean Gaussian white noise through a linear
system with the transfer function given by L{z) = 2r/2-1(l-z"1)r/2(l+ z-1)1-r/2. Signals
with r < 0 are shown, (a) r = -0.2, H
=
-0.4; (b) r = -0.8, H = -0.1; (c) r = -1.2,
H = 0.1; (d) r = -1.6, H
= 0.3; (b)(d)(f)(h) impulse response l(n) of the system for the
cases of (a)(c)(e)(g).
degree H = -(r + l)/2 are generated. Note that as H increases, the process exhibits slower
variations. This smooth variation indicates increasing long-term correlations. For smaller
values of H, the rapid short-term oscillations indicates strong short-term correlations.
3.2.3 Time Domain Implementation of the Warping Transform
The discrete-time self-similar signals discussed in the previous sections are mappings of
the continuous-time self-similar signals through an unwarping transform /-1. To recover
the continuous-time self-similar signal, it is necessary to apply the warping transform / to
the corresponding discrete-time signal. The continuous-time signal thus obtained can then
be uniformly sampled. And the effects of sampling and truncation of a continuous-time
self-similar signal can be reproduced.
For simplicity, only the construction related to causal signals is discussed, although
the extension to the non-causal case is straightforward. Let x{n) be a causal
discrete-
time sequence and XM(u>) be its discrete-time Fourier transform. Let x(t) be the warped
continuous-time signal corresponding to x{n) and Xq(CI) be the continuous-time Fourier
transform of x(t). A warping transform / given by
Q = f{u) (3.133)
stretches the main period [7r,7r] in Xw(oj) to the real line in X^(i}). The continuous





The corresponding continuous-time signal x(t) is then
1
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For the case of bilinear transform,
/_1(fi) = 2tan_1(Q/2).
It can be shown by Taylor expansion that [3, 46]
,
-i(
s j , fl-ja
tan (a) =
- In
























































a(t) * a{t) **(*). (3.148)
k









Cn = Ml' (3'150)
fc!(n-fc)!









Also, for k < n,
[*5(t)]n-k
= 5{t). (3.152)
From (3.149), (3.151) and (3.152), for n > 1,
v{t,n)
= (-l)n5(t) + j^{-l)n~kkCljj^e-2iu{t). (3.153)
fc=l
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(-l)n8(t) + J2l=1(-i)n-HkCk^e-2tu(t) n >
!
The warping-transformed continuous-time signal x(t) can then be obtained by (3.137). Note
that the resulting x(t) is also a causal signal, as expected.
Equation (3.153) involves calculations of large numbers for large values of n or k. For
reasons of economy and numerical stability, the following iteration algorithm is presented for
the computation of rj(t, n). The development is based on the theory of Laguerre Polynomials
[106]. The Laguerre polynomial, Ln(x), is defined by





















- [(1 + x)Ln{x)
- L_i(x)]/(n + 1). (3.157)
In many applications the associated Laguerre
polynomials are required. The associated




From (3.156), it can be shown that
(n + Jfe)!





where fc > 1. Recurrent relations can be derived as
(n + l)Lkn+i(x) = (2n + k +
l-
x)Lhn(x)
- (n + fc)L*_!(x).
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(3.160)
Equation (3.153) can be represented in terms of associated Laguerre polynomials. Let
l = k-l.














m = n 1.









[8(t) - 4e-2tu(t)Ll_i(t)] .
Overall, the warping transform function rj(t, n) can be generated by





where L^t) is generated through the following iteration according to (3.160),
Ll(t) = 1
L\{t) = 2-4t
L\ (t) = (2
-
t/2)L\ (t) - L\ (<) =
8t2










Ll(t) = (2-4t/m)Lln_i(t)-Llm_2(t). (3.170)
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Figure 3.20: Examples of warping transform kernel, n(t,n), which warps a discrete-time
signal to a continuous-time signal, for the case of bilinear transform, (a) plot of r)(t, 1); (b)
plot of rj(t,6); (c) plot of r?(f,15); (d) plot of 77(4, 30).
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Examples of warping transform kernel r](t,n) obtained are shown in Figure 3.20.
The








where n > 0.
Figures 3.21 and 3.22 show examples of warped signals derived from those signals
shown in Figures 3.18 and 3.19, respectively. They also illustrate the effects due to different
sampling rates. The discrete-time signals are first warped to continuous-time signals. The
resulting continuous-time signals are then sampled with sampling rate At
= 0.5 and At =
1.0. These signals are actually uniformly sampled continuous-time self-similar signals. Note
that no dramatic differences can be seen in these signals from those shown in Figures 3.21
and 3.22, although in fact the signals are warped and aliased due to discrete-time sampling.
More high frequency variations are visible in samples with sampling rate At = 1 than those
with At = 0.5, due to more severe aliasing.
3.3 Discrete-Time Linear Scale-Invariant Systems and Self-
Similar Signals
3.3.1 Discrete-Time Linear Scale-Invariant Systems
A discrete-time linear scale-invariant system can be constructed in a way similar to the
continuous LSI system as discussed in section 2.3, by simply replacing the continuous-
time scaling operator in (2.87) with the discrete-time continuous-dilation scaling operator.
Let x(n) and y(n) be the input
and output sequences, Sa[ ] be the scaling operator with
respect to a warping transform / and h(k) be any one-dimensional discrete-time sequence.
The discrete-time causal LSI system is defined by the following input-output relationship
(Figure 3.23):
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Figure 3.21: Warped results of the discrete-time self-similar signals shown in Figure 3.18.
They are continuous-time self-similar signals sampled with rate At
= 0.5 and At = 1.0.
The warping transform is the bilinear transform. Signals with r > 0 are shown, (a), (c), (e)
and (g) show signals with At = 0.5. (b), (d), (f) and (h) show signals with At = 1.0. (a)(b)
r = 1.6, H = -1.3; (c)(d) r = 1.2, H = -1.1; (e)(f) r
= 0.8, H = -0.9; (g)(h) r = 0.2,
H = -0.6.
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Figure 3.22: Warped results of the discrete-time self-similar signals shown in Figure 3.19.
They are continuous-time self-similar signals sampled with rate At
= 0.5 and At = 1.0.
The warping transform is the bilinear
transform. Signals with r < 0 are shown, (a), (c),
(e) and (g) show signals with At
= 0.5. (b), (d), (f) and (h) show signals with At = 1.0.




-0.1; (e)(f) r = -1.2, H = 0.1; (g)(h)


















The output of the system is the sum of a series of dilations of the input sequence by k
that are linearly weighted by h(k)/k. The output can also be obtained in the discrete-time
domain as
y(n)






where ga(n,l) is the time-varying kernel of the discrete-time scaling operator Sa. Note that
if h(k) = 8(k M), where M is an integer greater than zero, then the discrete-time LSI
system simply reduces to a scaling operator with scaling factor M. Also, as a special case,
it is possible to have an h(k) of finite length,
h(k) = 0 for all k > K > 1, K an integer. (3.176)
This is analog to having an FIR [103] filter in the case of linear time-invariant systems.
As mentioned in section 3.2, discrete-time sequences corresponding to a spectrum
[f(w)]r
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are eigen-functions of the discrete-time scaling operator. Inherently, they also serve as
eigen-functions of the discrete-time LSI system. Those discrete-time homogeneous functions
discussed in section 3.2.1 are all examples of these eigen-functions.
A discrete-time LSI system simply produces a discrete-time self-similar signal as the
output if the input to the system is discrete-time self-similar, in both deterministic and
stochastic senses. It has the following properties:
Theorem 3.9 If the input to a discrete-time LSI system is a discrete-time homogeneous
function with degree H, the output of the system will also be homogeneous with degree H .
Theorem 3.10 // the input to a discrete-time LSI system is a discrete-time stochastic,
self-similar signal with degree H, the output will also be a stochastic, self-similar signal with
degree H.
proof: Appendix C.
3.3.2 White Noise Driven Model ofDiscrete-Time Stochastic Self-Similar
Signals
As mentioned in [20,36,132], most physical processes that exhibit statistical self-similarity
are fundamentally non-stationary. The statistical properties of the signal change with time,
but remain invariant with time scale. In this section a model for such non-stationary
self-similar stochastic processes is provided using the discrete-time LSI system just defined.
Generally, if the input to a discrete-time LSI system is a discrete-time wide-sense stationary
random process, the output of the system is non-stationary due to the fact that the output
is the combination of a series of dilations of the input. A non-stationary self-similar random
signal with parameter H = (r + l)/2 can then be generated by first generating a discrete-
time self-similar random process with degree H by passing a zero-mean white noise through
a linear system with a frequency response given by (3.125), and then passing the signal












Figure 3.24: Block diagram of the white noise driven, LSI system model of discrete-time
self-similar random signals.
one dimensional function h(k) in the discrete-time LSI system is arbitrary. This provides
flexibility in signal construction. For example, one might choose a kernel h(k) so that the
output of the system exhibits certain properties as desired. As there is no restriction on the
length of the kernel, a large class of filters can be applied to model the behavior of a large
variety of self-similar processes in practice.
Figures 3.27 and 3.28 show some examples of discrete-time non-stationary self-similar
signals constructed by the white noise driven LSI system model. Examples with r > 0 are
shown in Figure 3.27, and Figure 3.28 gives examples with r < 0. In both cases, the right
half of a 32-tap Hanning window [89] is chosen as the one-dimensional kernel h(k), which
is obtained by
h(k) = 0.5{1 + cos[27r(fc + 0.5)/(iV
-
1)]}, (3.177)
where N = 32 and k = 0, 1, , 15. The coefficients of h(k) are shown in Figure 3.25. h(k)
is in fact a low-pass filter.
Figure 3.29 shows examples that are generated using the same procedure as in Figure
3.28, except that a different one-dimensional kernel h(k) is used. Same input white noise
and same values of r are chosen for comparison. The kernel h(k) in this case is obtained
by alternating signs of the coefficients of a 32-tap Hanning window and then choosing the
right half of the filter. The coefficients of h(k) are
h(k) = (-l)fc0.5{l + cos[27r(fc + 0.5)/(iV
-
1)]}, (3.178)
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Figure 3.25: The one-dimensional LSI system kernel h(k) for examples in Figures 3.27 and






Figure 3.26: The one-dimensional LSI system kernel h(k) for examples in Figure 3.29. It
is generated by alternating signs of the coefficients of a 32-tap Hanning window and then
keeping the right half of the filter.
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The coefficients of h(k) in this case is shown in Figure 3.26. The effects due to different
kernel h(k) can be seen by comparing Figures 3.28 and 3.29. Signals in both cases can be
considered being generated by adding a high frequency noise on top of a slowly oscillating
"profile"
signal. The shape of this
"profile"
signal is determined by the one-dimensional
system kernel h(k). The signals in Figure 3.29 exhibit more oscillation in their profiles
due to the fact that h(k) is a high-pass filter in this case. Practically, the kernel can be
chosen in such a way that the resulting self-similar signal exhibit a particular oscillating
pattern/profile.
The discrete-time self-similar signals obtained by discrete-time LSI system can also be
warped to obtain
"real"
continuous-time self-similar signals using the techniques presented
in section 3.2.3. Figures 3.30 and 3.31 show warped results of the discrete-time self-similar
signals in Figures 3.27 and 3.28, respectively. They represent uniformly sampled
continuous-
time self-similar signals constructed through a continuous LSI system.
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Figure 3.27: Simulation of the white noise driven LSI model of discrete-time non-stationary
stochastic processes. The outputs are obtained by passing the stationary self-similar random
signals shown in Figure 3.18 through a discrete-time LSI system. The right half of a 32-tap
Hanning window is used as the 1-d kernel for LSI system and the bilinear transform is
chosen as the warping transform.
Signals with r > 0 are shown, (a) r = 1.6, H = -1.3; (b)
r = 1.2, H = -1.1; (c) r = 0.8, H = -0.9; (d) r
= 0.2, H = -0.6.
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Figure 3.28: Simulation of the white noise driven LSI model of discrete-time non-stationary
stochastic processes. The outputs are obtained by passing the stationary self-similar random
signals shown in Figure 3.19 through a discrete-time LSI system. The right half of a 32-tap
Hanning window is used as the 1-d kernel for LSI system and the bilinear transform is
chosen as the warping transform. Signals with r < 0 are shown, (a) r = 0.2, H = 0.4;
(b) r = -0.8, H = -0.1; (c) r = -1.2, H
= 0.1; (d) r = -1.6, H = 0.3.
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Figure 3.29: Simulation of the white noise driven LSI model of discrete-time non-stationary
stochastic processes using a different 1-d kernel from examples in Figures 3.27 and 3.28.
The outputs are obtained by passing the stationary self-similar random signals shown in
Figure 3.19 through a discrete-time LSI system. The kernel h(k) is obtained by alternating
signs of the coefficients of a 32-tap Hanning window and then choosing the right half of the
filter. The bilinear transform is chosen as the warping transform. Signals with r < 0 are




-0.1; (c) r = -1.2, H = 0.1; (d)
r = -1.6, H = 0.3.
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Figure 3.30: Warped results of the signals shown in Figure 3.27. The warped continuous-
time signals are sampled at rate At = 1.0. Signals with r > 0 are shown, (a) r = 1.6,
H = -1.3; (b) r = 1.2, H = -1.1; (c) r = 0.8, H = -0.9; (d) r = 0.2, H = -0.6.
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Figure 3.31: Warped results of the signals shown in Figure 3.28. The warped
continuous-
time signals are sampled at rate At = 1.0. Signals with r < 0 are shown, (a) r = -0.2,
H = -0.4; (b) r = -0.8, H = -0.1; (c) r
=





This chapter addresses the problem ofmodeling discrete-space multi-dimensional self-similar
signals. It also discusses applications of such analysis in the field of texture generation
and modeling. Results in the one-dimensional case in Chapter 3 are extended to the
multi-dimensional case. First, a brief summary of the terminology associated with multi
dimensional random signals will be provided. An introduction of the texture and existing
approaches for texture analysis will then be presented. The construction of two-dimensional
self-similar signals will be discussed, as extension of the one-dimensional case. Finally, ex
amples of textures generated and their comparisons with natural textures will be presented.
4.1 Discrete Random Fields
This section provides a brief summary of the terminology associated with discrete multi
dimensional random signals. For simplicity, only two-dimensional signals will be considered.
Definition 4.1 [113] A two-dimensional sequence X(m,n) is called a discrete random field
if each sample ofX(m,n) is a random variable.
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The term random field applies to any two-dimensional random sequence. The mean,
fi(m,n), and autocorrelation function,
Rxx(m,n;m'
,n')
of a discrete-space random field




Rxx(m, n; m! , n') = E[X(m, n)X{m', n1)}, (4.2)
where E[ ] denotes the expectation. X(m,n) is said to be wide sense stationary if
fi(m,n)







For a discrete-space wide sense stationary random field X(m, n), its autocorrelation function
is denoted by r(m,n), which implies
r(m,n)
= Rxx[X(m,n)X(0,0)}. (4.5)
The power spectral density Px(u)m,ojn) of such random field is given by
oo oo
PKi,"n) = 9[r(m,n)]= ^ r(m,n)e-^m+w-B). (4.6)
T7l= oo n= OO
A random field X(m,n) is called a white noise field if any two different samples ofX(m,n)
are mutually uncorrelated, i.e.
Rxx(rn,n;m',n') = A8(m m',n n'), (4.7)
where A > 0. A random field is called Gaussian if its every segment defined on an arbitrary
finite grid is Gaussian.
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4.2 Texture
Texture is basically a homogeneous visual pattern which characterizes the object. According
to Pickett [98]:
The basic requirement of an optical pattern to be seen as a texture is that there be a large
number of elements (spatial variations in intensity or wave length), each to some degree
visible, and, on the whole, densely and evenly arrayed over the field of view.
In the image processing field, the following definition of texture is widely accepted [116].
Definition 4.2 Texture is an attribute representing the spatial arrangement of the gray
levels of the pixels in a region.
Most natural surfaces and patterns exhibit textures. In fact, almost all physical surfaces
have a visible texture to human eyes. Human eyes are capable of distinguishing and rec
ognizing objects according to their textures. Texture generation, recognition and analysis
techniques are important in many imaging science applications. Examples are texture based
image segmentation and classification [48] , pattern recognition [99] , image compression [62] ,
etc., in fields ofmedical imaging [47], remote sensing [64,66,115,129], documentation [54,93],
etc.
Textures can be divided into two major categories: structured (regular) and random.
Structured or regular textures contain dominant harmonics. They can be used to model
wood, cloth, sand, netting, etc. Examples of such textures are Brodatz textures [11] as
shown in Figure 4.1. Certain fundamental structure elements can be seen in these examples.
Most natural textures are random. There are inherent fluctuations in the parameters of
random textures. Random textures are more
"cloudy"
looking. They can be found in
mammographic images, terrain images, fire, dust, clouds, smoke, etc. The research work
presented in this dissertation will concentrate on the generation and analysis of random
textures.
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Figure 4.1: Examples ofBrodatz textures, upper-left: brick wall; upper-right: woven; lower-
left: bark; lower-right: plastic bubble.
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Existing approaches to texture generation, processing and analysis can be divided into
four categories:
1. Statistical methods: exploit the local correlations of image pixels by parameters such
as the co-occurrence and autocorrelation matrix. It computes local features in par
allel at each pixel in a texture image and then derive a set of statistics from local
distributions. Examples can be found in [41].
2. Structural methods: make a description using texture primitives and syntactic rules.
Texture is considered to consist of texture elements arranged according to certain
placement rules. Examples can be found in [121].
3. Spectral methods: use properties of Fourier spectra to capture global information
about the energy on different scales. The texture is modeled by synthesizing its
desired power spectrum. Examples can be found in [68].
4. Model based methods: texture modeling with random field and fractal parameters.
Examples are Markov random field texture model [21,49] and mosaic model [110].
The texture generation and analysis techniques presented in this dissertation belong to the
category of model based methods. It is believed that many textures in nature have similar
structures and patterns at different scales. These fundamental structures retain themselves
if a specific area of the texture is zoomed in or out. As many natural textures appear
to be random, they exhibit similar stochastic correlation structures at different scales. In
fact, two-dimensional fractional Brownian motion has been demonstrated to be a suitable
model to generate realistic looking coastlines, mountain, cloudy images, etc. [36, 66, 76]
This dissertation provides a model of textures by generating multi-dimensional self-similar
random fields in discrete-space.
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4.3 Construction ofDiscrete-Space Self-SimilarRandom Fields
This section presents constructions of discrete-space self-similar random fields based on the
results of the one-dimensional case in Chapter 3. For simplicity, only zero-mean
discrete-
space random fields are considered.
1. The discrete-space continuous-dilation scaling operation (by a on both dimensions) of
a two-dimensional sequence x(m,n) is defined by
Sa,a[x(m,n)] = a2X[Aa(um), Aa(cjn)], (4.8)
where X(u>m,u>n) is the two-dimensional discrete-space Fourier transform of x(m,n)
given by
OO oo
X(ujm,un) = 5[x(m,n)]= ]T x(m,n)e-^m+n\ (4.9)
m=oon=oo
2. The discrete-space domain representation of the scaling operator is
oo oo
y(m,n)
= ^ ^ x(k,l)ua(m, k)va{n,l), (4.10)
k= oo l=oo







3. If the input to a discrete-space scaling operator is a discrete-space wide sense sta
tionary random field with power spectral density Px(uim,ujn): the output is also wide




denotes the first derivative.
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4. A discrete-space random field X(m,n) is said to be self-similar with degree H in the





8a,a,a,a[fixx(m,n;m',n')] = a'2HRXx(m,n;m ,n), (4.15)





5. The requirement for a discrete-space wide sense stationary random field X(m,n) to
be self-similar is that its power spectral density satisfies
Pjy[Aa(a;rn),Aa(u;w)]
__2g-4n ,, , s /,1fix
\K{"rn)A'a(u;n)\
6. Space domain implementation of the warping transform.
A warping-transformed two-dimensional continuous-space signal x(t, t') (t,
t'
> 0)
from a discrete-space signal x(m,n) (m,ro > 0) is obtained by using separable kernels
such that
oo oo
x(t,o = X) Z) x(m' nM*' mhw> n)> (4-17)
7n=0 n=0
where
(8(t) m = 0
(4.18)
{-ir[8{t)-e-2tu{t)Ll_x{t)\ m>l
and L^t) is generated through the following iteration
Ll(t) = 1 (4.19)
L\(t) = 2-4t (4.20)
L\{t) = (2-4t/2)L\{t)-Ll{t) = 8t2-12t + 3 (4.21)
L^(t) = (2-4t/m)L1m_i(t)-L1m_2(t). (4.22)
The function rj(t',n) is defined similarly.
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where x(m, n) and y(m, n) are the input and output signals, and h(k, I) is an arbitrary
two-dimensional sequence.
According to 5, a discrete-space self-similar random field can be generated by constructing
a wide sense stationary sequence whose power spectral density satisfies (4.16). Examples




PX{ujm,Uln ) = TJJ7 T777 V\> (4-24)
r
and
P (,, ,, \ al/(^m)
+ a2/(^n)r , n lA okn
Px{um,un) = j ; r q , ai,a2
7^ 0, (4.25)







However, it is difficult to derive the system kernel corresponding to these power spectral
densities directly. In section 3.2.2, a construction of discrete-time self-similar random pro
cess by passing zero-mean Gaussian white noise through two filters h(n) and Z2(n), given
by (3.131) and (3.132), is presented for the case of bilinear transform. A discrete-space
construction can be implemented similarly by a combination of two two-dimensional filters
derived from the rotations of h(n) and Z2(n) as follows.
Let hi(pm,9n) be a separable 2-D sequence such that
hl(pm,9n) = l{9n)h(pm), (4.27)
where li(pm) is given by (3.131).
h(pm) = <
1 Pm = 0
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(4.28)
Let h2(m,9n) be another separable 2-D sequence such that
M/mA)=7(0)*2(/>m), (4-29)
where l2(pm) is given by (3.132)
Z2(0) = Z2(1) = 2'V2-1, (4.30)
and 7(#n) is the same as in (4.27). Here filters hi and h2 are represented in polar coor
dinate where pm represents the distance from the origin and 9n determines the direction.
If a discrete-space Gaussian white noise field is passed through the filter hi(pm,9n) then
h2(pm,9n), the resulting discrete-space signal will be self-similar with degree H along any
direction given by 9n. By choosing different contour function j(9n), different discrete-space
self-similar random fields can then be generated.
4.4 Texture Modeling By Discrete-Space Self-Similar Ran
dom Fields
As indicated in the previous section, a random texture, which is modeled as a two-dimensional
self-similar random field, can be generated in the discrete-space domain by passing a zero-
mean Gaussian white noise field through two filters given by (4.27) and (4.29). The function
j(9n) can be chosen in such a way that the filters have certain contour. If the contours of
the filters hi(pm,9n) and h2(pm,9n) are chosen to be quadratic curves, the filters can be
expressed in terms of rectangular coordinates as
hi(m,n) =
h(y/\a2m2





where h and l2 are given by (3.131) and (3.132), respectively. Depending on the choices of
a, (3 and the sign, the resulting contour can be elliptical, parabolic or circular. For a filter
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The textures thus generated are circularly symmetric, or, isotropic.
Figure 4.4 shows examples of isotropic textures generated using filters given in (4.33)
and (4.34). Textures with different values of r are shown. The filters are chosen to have a
circular contour as shown in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.3 shows the corresponding filters. It can
be seen that as r increases in its magnitude, the textures become smoother.
The self-similarity of the textures generated is demonstrated in Figure 4.5. The right
side of the figure shows a zoomed in version of the texture on the left side. Both textures
show similar statistical structures. In fact, the
"bright"



























Figure 4.3: Plots of 2-D filter impulse responses used to generate discrete-space self-similar
random fields shown in Figure 4.4, for different values of r. The filters are constructed with
a circular contour, (a) r = 0.1; (b) r = 0.2; (c) r = 0.3; (d) r = 0.4;
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Figure 4.4: Examples of textures generated as discrete-space self-similar random fields.
They are generated by passing zero-mean Gaussian white noise fields through filters shown in
Figure 4.3. These filters have circular contour, upper-left: r 0.1; upper-right: r = 0.3;
lower-left: r = 0.4; lower-right: r
= 0.8
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Figure 4.5: Demonstration of the self-similarity of the texture generated. Ze/t: texture
generated with r = 0.2; right: zoomed in version of the texture outlined in the left image.
occupy about the same area is an indication that the self-similarity of the resulting texture
is retained at different scales.
Similar constructions are used to generate signals in Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. However,
the filters are chosen to have an elliptical contour. Again, filters are constructed according
to (4.31) and (4.32), but with different choices of constants a and j3. a and /3 are chosen
to be 0.25 and 1 to yield an elliptical contour of the filters as shown in Figure 4.6. The
roughness of the resulting texture decreases as the magnitude of r increases. Compared to
the isotropic case in Figure 4.4, the textures exhibit different directional properties.
Comparisons between the textures generated and real textures are shown in Figures
4.9, 4.10 and 4.11. The 7-value, or, contrast of the simulated textures are adjusted to cover
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Figure 4.6: The contour of filters shown in Figure 4.7.
these examples. These examples show that the discrete-space self-similar random field model
of textures proposed in this dissertation is a potentially suitable approach for generation,
modeling and analysis of natural textures. Some potential extensions of this model can
be further investigated for applications such as image classification and segmentation, half
toning, image or video compression, etc. Other than imaging science applications, the model
presented in this dissertation is also useful in computer graphics applications in generating
interesting artificial textures that do not necessarily represent natural textures. In summary,
the framework presented here could have wide range of potential applications in fields of










Figure 4.7: Plots of the 2-D filter impulse responses used to generate discrete-space self-
similar random fields shoen in Figure 4.8, for different values of r. The filters are constructed
with an elliptical contour. The filters are given by (4.31) and (4.32) with a = 0.5 and /3 = 1.
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Figure 4.8: Examples of textures generated as discrete-space self-similar random fields.
They are generated by passing zero-mean Gaussian white noise fields through filters shown
in Figure 4.7. These filters have elliptical contours, upper-left: r
0.1; upper-right:
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between the real texture and simulated texture, left: texture of a
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between the real texture and simulated texture, left: texture of
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between the real texture and simulated texture. Ze/fc texture of a






Chapters 3 and 4 present constructions of discrete-time and discrete-space self-similar sig
nals based on a nOvel discrete-time (space) continuous-dilation scaling operator. The new
scaling operator also provides the basis for a construction of wavelet transform in the
discrete-time domain. This chapter presents our work on a new form of wavelet transform
called "discrete-time continuous-dilation wavelet
transform"
(DCWT). It is computed by
correlating a given discrete-time signal with continuous dilations of a discrete-time mother
wavelet. The forward and inverse discrete-time continuous-dilation wavelet transforms will
be formulated. The admissibility condition will be derived, and examples of discrete-time
wavelet construction will be provided. The potential advantage of this new wavelet trans
form is that it is naturally suited for discrete-time signals and provides analysis and synthesis
of such signals over a continuous range of scaling factors.
5.1 Introduction
The conventional discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [23,25,112,118] provides a formulation
over a dyadic set of scaling factors. However, in some wavelet applications, information at
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scaling factors other than those on the dyadic grid is required. The conventional continuous
wavelet transform (CWT) [25] provides information at scaling factors over a continuum.
But, as the CWT is generally computed by using the samples of continuous-time wavelets,
the computational complexity increases with the scaling factor. In both DWT and CWT,
the set of wavelets are continuous-time signals. However, if the signal to be analyzed is
inherently discrete-time, it is natural to choose a discrete-time signal as the mother wavelet
and provide analysis and synthesis based on a set of wavelets that are discrete-time signals.
A new formulation of wavelet transform will be presented in this chapter in which wavelets
are all discrete-time signals, and continuous dilations of the mother wavelet are used to
form a discrete-time wavelet transform over continuous scaling factors.
5.2 The Forward and Inverse Transforms
The new form of wavelet transform is defined based on the discrete-time continuous-dilation
scaling operator defined in Chapter 3. Let tp(n) be a discrete-time sequence and ^(u;) be
its discrete-time Fourier transform defined by
*(W) = SMn)] = ^(n)e-''wn, (5.1)
where S denotes the discrete-time Fourier transform. Let
*a(W) = V^R*[Aa(w)], (5.2)
where
'
denotes the first derivative with respect to cj. Let
M") = S_1[*a(w)], (5.3)
where
S_1
is the inverse discrete-time Fourier transform operator. The discrete-time continuous-
dilation wavelet transform (DCWT) is defined by choosing ip(n) as the mother wavelet and
ij}a(n) as the wavelet at scale




= - r MAa(u)}\2d[Aa(u)}
^ J-ir
27T J-n
Thus the functions tp(n) and i/>a(n) have the same energy. For a discrete-time sequence
x(n) and mother wavelet yj(n), the wavelet transform coefficients, W^(a,n), are computed
as the inner products of x(n) and translations of ipa(n).
W^(a,n) = (x(m),ipa(m-n)), (5.5)
where ( ) denotes the inner product. By taking discrete-time Fourier transform with respect
to n on both sides of (5.5),
S[W4a,n)]=X(co)H>*a(u;), (5.6)
where X(u/) and \fa(w) are the discrete-time Fourier transforms of x{n) and ipa(n), respec
tively, and * denotes the complex conjugate. From (5.6),
W^(a,n) = iflH^He^w
^ J-n
= FL r X(W)V/A^M**[Aa(o;)]e^^a;. (5.7)
** J-K
Equation (5.7) gives the frequency domain representation of the forward DCWT.
In order to derive the inverse discrete-time continuous-dilation wavelet transform (ID
CWT), consider the discrete-time Fourier transform ofW^(a, n) given by (5.6). Multiplying
both sides of (5.6) by \Pa(w) and integrating the results over all range of a (a > 0),
poo poo
/ 5[W^(a,n)]^a(ij)da = / X{w)\^ da
Jo Jo
poo
= / X(u)A'a(w)mAa(u)}\2da. (5.8)
Jo
Let
a = Aa(w). (5.9)
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da = , rda.
Differentiating both sides of (5.10) with respect to w,
a'f'(a)
= af'(w).
From (5.9), (5.11) and (5.13),
A =
/'M/()
Putting (5.9), (5.12) and (5.14) into (5.8),
J









From (5.15), if 0 < C^ < oo,
XH = }Pj^ H $[W^{a,n)]ya{u)da






































Equation (5.21) gives the IDCWT wavelet at scaling level a. Note that different mother
wavelets are used for the forward and inverse transforms. The relationship between the
frequency spectrum *(w) of DCWT mother wavelet ip(n), and the frequency spectrum
#(w) of IDCWT mother wavelet ^(n), is
(5.22)




It is generally required that the frequency spectrum vE^w) of the mother wavelet satisfy
#(tt) = 0.
5.3 Bilinear Transform Based DCWT and IDCWT
This section discusses the DCWT and IDCWT for the case of bilinear transform [100] in
which







Note that A'a(0) = a and A'a(n)
= 1/a. From (5.2), the frequency spectrum of wavelet
yja(n) is the multiplication
of two terms: y/XJuj and *[Aa(o;)]. i/A'a(a;) is a function
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of the warping transform and a, but is not wavelet-dependent. It provides a
frequency-
dependent amplitude-scaling of the spectrum \& [A0(w)] such that the energy of the mother
wavelet is conserved at a scale level other than 1. Figure 5.1 shows plots of ^/A'a(u) for
different values of a. From (5.5), the bilinear transform based DCWT of a discrete-time
signal x{n) for a mother wavelet ip(n) is given by
W^,(a,n) = (x(m),ipa(n -m)),
where






and the admissibility condition is
1
f













5.3.1 Bandlimited DCWT Wavelets
In this section, constructions of real-valued, bandlimited wavelets and their corresponding
DCWT and IDCWT are discussed. Let ip{n) be a discrete-time signal and ^(u,) be its
discrete-time Fourier transform which satisfies
1. |*(w)| < oo for all lj e [-7r,7r].
2. ^(lj) is symmetric about the origin.







Figure 5.1: Plots of y/A'Jj*)) for the bilinear
case, (a) the scaling factor a > 1; (b) 0 < a < 1.
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It is easy to verify that yj(n) satisfies the admissibility condition and thus is
a valid DCWT
mother wavelet. The DCWT wavelet at scale a, ipa(n), will then have a frequency spectrum
*aM = V/AlR*[AaH].
ijja(n) is also bandlimited and the two ends of the pass band are given by
Wj
= 2tan [tan(wi/2)/a] and w2 = 2tan [tan(w2/2)/a].
(5.32)
(5.33)
Note that u)[ and w2 also satisfy 0 < w^ < w2 < n. If 0 < a < 1, then u)[ > wi and w2 > w2,
the whole pass band shifts to the right. If a > 1, then the whole pass band shifts to the
left. Along with the shifting of the whole pass band in one direction, the bandwidth of the
pass band also changes. The bandwidth of the mother wavelet </>(n) is
Auj = w2 uji,




= 2 tan x[tan(o;2)/a] 2tan [tan(w2)/a]-
It is found that
If 0 < a < 1, then
1
If a > 1 then
Aw'
> Aw if tan(u>i/2)tan(w2/2) < a
Auj'




> Aw if tan(wi/2) tan(w2/2) > a
Auj'






Two examples of the bandlimited DCWT wavelets will be given in the next section. In
the first example, u)\ = 0 and w2 = 7r/2. As a changes, ui\ remains at the origin, while w2
shifts to the right if 0 < a < 1 and shifts to the left if a > 1. This gives a dilated frequency
spectrum and thus a compressed wavelet when 0 < a < 1, and a dilated wavelet when a > 1.
In the second example, wi = 7r/4 and w2 = 37r/4. Note that tan(wi/2) tan(w2/2) = 1. It
can be verified that
Aw'
< Aw for both 0 < a < 1 and a > 1. Therefore, if 0 < a < 1, both
wi and w2 shift to the right and the bandwidth decreases; if a > 1, both wi and w2 shift to
the left and the bandwidth still decreases. This eventually results in a compressed wavelet
when 0 < a < 1 and a dilated wavelet when a > 1, which can be seen from the examples in
the next section.
5.3.2 Examples of DCWT Bandlimited Wavelets
Example 1: ui\ = 0, u>2 = 7r/2
Consider a discrete-time DCWT mother wavelet tp(n) which has the following frequency
spectrum in [tt,tt], as shown in Figure 5.2(a),
{ |sin(2w)| if|w|e[0,7r/2]
$(w) = < (5.36)
I 0 otherwise
A different mother wavelet if>(n) is used for the IDCWT and its frequency spectrum $(w)




(w/2) | sin(2w) | if w 6 [-ir/2, tt/2]
0 otherwise
(5.37)
















Figure 5.2: Example of bandlimited DCWT and IDCWT mother wavelets for the bilinear
case. The pass band is located between w = 0 and w = ir/2. (a) frequency spectrum of the
























if H G [O^tan-H-^-)]
(5.42)
0 otherwise
The DCWT wavelet at scale level a are then derived by applying the inverse discrete-time
Fourier transform to V&a(w).





[cos2(o,/2)+a2sin2(^/2)]V2 , , -. . ^2a,,
^^
The constant Cj, for the IDCWT is
2tan(w/2)sin2(2w)dw
-7T
= 2 / 2tan(w/2)sin2(2w)dw
Jo
= 4/3. (5.44)
Figure 5.3 shows the example DCWT mother wavelet and DCWT wavelets at different
scales. Figure 5.4 shows the example IDCWT mother wavelet and IDCWT wavelets at
different scales. In both cases, if a > 1, the mother wavelet is dilated, while for 0 < a < 1,
the mother wavelet is compressed. Figure 5.5 shows the scalogram of the DCWT of a chirp
function [42]
x(n)
= sm[2nn2/N], for n
= 0, 1, ...,N
- 1 (5.45)
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using this wavelet. The continuous changing of the frequency is apparent.
Example 2: u;i = 7r/4, uj2 = 3n/4
The frequency spectrum of the DCWT mother wavelet in this example is given by, as shown
in Figure 5.6(a),
|cos(2w)| if |w| G [7r/4,37r/4]
0 otherwise
The frequency spectrum of the IDCWT mother wavelet is then,as shown in Figure 5.6,
4sin2(w/2)|cos(2w)| if |w| G [7r/4,37r/4]
0 otherwise
Applying the same technique as in the example 1 and from
*(w) = < (5.46)
*(w) = (5.47)
cos(2w)
= 1 4 sin (w) cos (w), (5.48)
the DCWT wavelet at scale a has the following spectrum,






The frequency spectrum of the IDCWT wavelet at scale a is given by











= 2 / 2tan(w/2)cos2(2w)dw
Jtt/4k/
= 0.558. (5.51)
Figure 5.7 and 5.8 show the plots of these DCWT and IDCWT wavelets at different


































Figure 5.3: Examples of DCWT bandlimited wavelet for the bilinear case. The pass band
is located between w = 0 and w = ix/2. (a) the DCWT mother wavelet; (c) DCWT wavelet

































Figure 5.4: Examples of IDCWT bandlimited wavelet for the bilinear case. The pass band
is located between w = 0 and w = tt/2. (a) the IDCWT mother wavelet; (c) IDCWT













Figure 5.5: DCWT of a chirp function, (a) a chirp function given by x(n) = sin.(n2Tr/(2N).
n = 0, 1, ...,N
-






Figure 5.6: Example of bandlimited DCWT and IDCWT mother wavelets for the bilinear
case. The pass band is located between w = 7r/4 and w = 37r/4. (a) frequency spectrum of
the DCWT mother wavelet; (b) frequency spectrum of the IDCWT mother wavelet.
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the whole pass band shifts towards the 7r end of the spectrum and the pass band becomes
narrower; if a > 1, the whole pass band shifts towards the origin of the spectrum and also
becomes narrower. By changing the value of a and correlating the wavelet thus obtained
with a given signal, different regions of the frequency spectrum of the given function are
covered by the DCWT.
5.4 Summary
The DCWT and IDCWT framework presented in this chapter offers advantages in that
it uses a set of discrete-time wavelets and is able to accommodate continuous dilations of
the mother wavelet to provide analysis and synthesis of a discrete-time signal. It provides
a potential tool for applications such as pattern recognition, image processing, etc., that



















Figure 5.7: Example of DCWT bandlimited wavelet for the bilinear case. The pass band
is located between w = 7r/4 and w = 37r/4. (a) the DCWT mother wavelet; (c) DCWT
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Figure 5.8: Example of IDCWT bandlimited wavelet for the bilinear case. The pass band
is located between w = tt/4 and w = 3tt/4. (a) the IDCWT mother wavelet; (c) IDCWT





The dissertation presents novel models of self-similar signals in discrete-time and discrete-
space domains. Unlike the traditional scaling operators in the discrete-time domain such
as downsampling, upsampling or fractional sampling rate alteration, the proposed discrete-
time continuous-dilation scaling operator provides a novel framework to implement scal
ing operation in the discrete-time domain, but for scaling factor over a continuous range
of values. The new scaling operator is defined by mapping the scaling operation in the
continuous-time domain into the discrete-time domain. Such an operation is well defined
due to the fact that the scaling operation in continuous-time domain, and the warping trans
form between the continuous-time and discrete-time domains are both well defined. Based
on this interpretation of the scaling operator, the dissertation also provides new definitions
and constructions of discrete-time self-similar signals, in both deterministic and stochas
tic senses. The discrete-time self-similar signals thus constructed are basically mappings
of the continuous-time self-similar signals into the discrete-time domain through a specific
mapping transform, or, warping transform. Construction based on this warping transform
solves many problems associated with other models of self-similar signals in discrete-time,
especially in the field of 1/f process generation and modeling. Generation and analysis of
self-similar random signals with respect to a specific warping transform namely, the bilinear
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transform, is investigated in detail. The signals are generated by simply passing a
discrete-
time zero-mean white noise through a linear system with a set of well defined filters. The
discrete-time signal thus obtained can be warping-transformed to a continuous-time signal,
and this continuous signal can be uniformly sampled to reproduce the effects of sampling
and windowing. The warping transform from a discrete-time signal to a continuous-time
signal is also well formulated. The techniques presented in the dissertation provide a unique
approach to obtain real samples of a continuous-time self-similar signal.
The dissertation also discusses construction of discrete-time linear scale-invariant sys
tems. The output of the system is obtained by adding integer dilations of the input signal.
Dilations of the input signal are linearly weighted by a chosen kernel. There is no restriction
on the choice of one-dimensional LSI system kernel. The discrete-time LSI system provides
a potential tool for the analysis and simulation of natural self-similar signals because of
its scale-invariant property and flexibility in the choice of the one dimensional kernel. The
study of discrete-time LSI systems deserves further investigation and could contribute to
deeper insight into fractals or wavelet applications.
In the dissertation, the results of the one-dimensional case are extended to the multi
dimensional case. Discrete-space self-similar random fields are generated by passing zero-
mean Gaussian white noise filed through a well defined set of two-dimensional filters similar
to the one-dimensional case. Textures are considered as self-similar signals and can be mod
eled by the techniques provided in the dissertation. It is shown that the multi-dimensional
framework presented in the dissertation is well suited for generation and analysis of tex
tures. Potential applications could also include image segmentation and classification, pat
tern recognition, halftoning, image compression, computer vision, and computer graphics,
etc.
Based on the discrete-time continuous-dilation scaling operator, a new form of
discrete-
time wavelet transform is formulated. It provides a discrete-time construction over contin
uous ranges of dilations. The wavelet coefficients are computed by correlating a given
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discrete-time signal with continuous dilations of a discrete-time mother wavelet. The in
verse transform is obtained by correlating the wavelet coefficients with continuous dilation
of the inverse transform mother wavelet and then integrating these correlations over all
range of scaling factors. Different mother wavelets are used for the forward and inverse
transforms. This new form of wavelet transform is useful for applications such as pattern
recognition, image processing, etc., that require information of dilations of a discrete-time
signal at arbitrary scaling factors.
An interesting extension of the research presented in this dissertation is the further
investigation of constructions related to a different warping transform. Estimation of the
Hurst exponent for 1/f processes based on the framework developed, image processing and
pattern recognition applications associated with such estimation could also be potential
areas to explore. Another key potential area for investigation is the design of algorithms for
implementing such systems for use with practical discrete-time or discrete-space signals.
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Appendix A
Proof of Theorem 3.7
Theorem A.l (3.7) If the input to a discrete-time scaling operator is a discrete-time wide-
sense stationary random process with power spectral density Px{uj), the output is also wide-





where A'a(u>) is the first derivative of Aa(w) with respect to w.
proof: Let X(n) be the input to the scaling operator Sa and Y{n) be the output sequence.
Let RXX(n,n') and RYY(n,n') be the autocorrelation functions of the input and output,
respectively. Because the input sequence is wide-sense stationary, the 2-D discrete-time
Fourier transform ofRx(n,n') is [91]
PXX(uj,uj')=Px(uj)8(uj + uj'), (A.2)
where Pxx(ui,uj') is the 2-D discrete-time Fourier transform of RXX(n,n') as defined in
(3.68) and PX(uj) is the power spectrum density of the input. From (3.67), the 2-D
discrete-




It can be shown that [42],
5[Aa(w) + Aa(w')] = fc^j|, (A.4)
where A^(w) is the first derivative of Aa(w) with respect to w. Because Aa(w) is odd in
[
7r,7r], A'a(w) is even and therefore
Pyy{uf,J) = ^^^S{U+u/). (A.5)




Proof of Theorem 3.8
Theorem B.l (3.8) For the bilinear transform, w -reciprocal transform and log-warp trans
form, the Paley-Wiener condition (3.119) is satisfied for any r G R if the power spectral
density 5(w) is given by (3.114)-
proof. The cases for the bilinear transform, w-reciprocal transform and log-warp transform
will be proved separately.





Px() = ^TTT = |2tan(w/2)rcos2(w/2). (B.3)

























For the Paley-Wiener condition to be satisfied, it is required
ffi
/0 i + n2/4







poo pTi pT2 poo
/ =/ +/ +/ '7o Jo Jt! t
(B.10)
where 0 < Ti < T2 < oo and Ti and T2 are arbitrarily close to 0 and oo, respectively.
Observe that the integrand in (B.9) is finite and continuous for any values of fi other





dQ < oo. (B.ll)
lTl 1 + fi2/4
To test if (B.9) is satisfied, one only needs to consider the integral at the 0 and oo






















































From (B.ll), (B.12) and (B.13), the Paley-Wiener condition is satisfied for the case
of bilinear transform.






















































7rln7r + 7r|r 2|(1 + lnT2)
T2
< oo. (B.20)
Similar to the bilinear case, the Paley-Wiener condition is satisfied for the w-reciprocal
transform.
3. For the case of log-warp transform,















7r|ln^|1 ^dQ < oo.
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Thus, the Paley-Wiener condition is satisfied for the log-warp case.
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Appendix C
Proof of Theorem 3.9 and 3.10
Theorem C.l (3.9) If the input to a discrete-time LSI system is a discrete-time homoge
neous function with degree H, the output of the system will also be homogeneous with degree
H.
proof: Let the input x(n) to a discrete-time LSI system be homogeneous with degree H.












This shows that the output is also homogeneous with degree H.
Theorem C.2 (3.10) If the input to a discrete-time LSI system is a discrete-time stochas
tic, self-similar signal with degree H, the output will also be a stochastic, self-similar signal
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with degree H.
If the input X(n) is stochastic, self-similar with degree H and the output is Y(n), it is easy
to verify that
E{Sa[Y(n)}} = a-HE[Y(n)]. (C.3)









Let Pxx{uj,ui') and Pyy(uj,uj') be the two-dimensional Fourier transforms of RXX(n,n')
and RYY(n,n'), respectively. Applying 2-D Fourier transform on both sides of (C.4),
Pyy(w,w')] = Sn^ E JFHk)h(k') JFE RX*(l> l')9k{n, l)9k> (n', *')/(*, *')
k k> l V
fc fc' Z Z'
(C.5)
where Sn,n' denotes the 2-D discrete-time Fourier transform with respect to n and n'. That
is,
5ny[v(n,n')} = Y,Y,v^nl)e~3{Wn+W'n']- (C-6)
n n'
From (3.44),
Sny[ff*(n,Osf(n',n] = **'e->[A*M'+A*'M'']. (C.7)
Substituting (C.7) in (C.5), we have
ivy(,') = EE/i(Aj)/,(*')EEfl^(z>i')e"i[At(,,,)'+At'(a'')''1
it it' Z Z'
= J^M^^Vxx^H.Af^')] (C.8)
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Because the input is self-similar with degree H, from (3.112),
Pxx{uj,J) = a2H+2Pxx[Aa{uj),Aa{J)] (C9)
Replacing w and
w'
by Ak{uj) and Ay{uj'), respectively, we have
Pxx[Ak{uj),Ak,{uj')\ = a2*+2Pxx{Aa[Afe(w)],Aa[Afcd"')]}
= a2H+2Pxx[Aak{uj),Aakl^)\ (CIO)










Thus, from (C.ll) and (C.12),
Pyy[Aa(w), Aa(w')] = a-2H-2PYY{uj,uj'). (C.13)
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